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Reduced Parking Near Frequent Transit per RCW 36.70A.620
Request Type

Federal, State, Regional Regulation

Amendment to Current Code

21.40.010 Vehicle Parking

Addition to Code

21.40.010 Vehicle Parking

Rationale for Amendment
State of Washington legislation (SHB 2343) that reduced parking for multifamily homes near frequent transit
was effective June 11, 2020. By updating the code, the City will be brought into compliance with this
updated legislation from the State. The City of Bellevue has passed an emergency ordinance to update
their code and the City of Kirkland is considering similar measures.
City of Redmond staff have been evaluating or will be evaluating parking ratios, particularly in Transit
Oriented Developments, and these reductions are in line with initial discussions. Evaluations of parking
requirements are happening in the Downtown Parking Management Strategic Plan, the Transportation
Master Plan update, the Sustainability Action Plan, the Housing Action Plan, and with Temporary
Construction Dewatering. This update would be an interim step before further action might be taken
updating parking minimums and maximums in different Redmond zones.
Development Review staff have indicated that most multifamily developments request a deviation on parking
to reduce the amount of parking that is required. This change may reduce the number of deviations or staff
time that is required to evaluate those reduction requests.

Benefits
The proposed amendment ensures compliance with state law, supports a more multimodal community, and
is anticipated to create additional housing units in place of parking spaces and to reduce car dependency.
The amendment is also anticipated to support improved environmental outcomes.
An increase in demand for on-street spaces and concerns from community on reduction of parking available
to residents is also a potential outcome.

Fiscal Benefits/Impacts
The proposed amendment has the potential to reduce staff time involved in evaluating and approving
requested parking reductions. Additionally, developers and tenants may experience cost savings due to the
reduction in the number of required parking spaces and their associated cost to construct and maintain.

Amendment Supports City Plans and Priorities
•
•
•
•
•

Community Strategic Plan
Housing Action Plan
Environmental Sustainability Action Plan
Temporary Construction Dewatering (TCD) Policy Analysis Project strategy
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permit
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Current Code Text
21.40.010 Vehicle Parking
D. Required Off-Street Parking.
1. The minimum required and maximum permitted number of off-street parking spaces for each land use is
noted in the Parking Ratio Column of each zone. Where calculations of parking requirements result in
fractional amounts, they shall be rounded up if 0.5 or over.
2. The Administrator may approve alternative minimum parking requirements for specific uses on specific
development sites where the land use permit applicant demonstrates, through a parking study prepared by
a qualified expert, that the alternative requirement will provide sufficient parking to serve the specific use
without adversely impacting other uses and streets in the vicinity. The Administrator may require the
recording of a covenant or other instrument restricting the use of the property to the specific use for which
the alternative minimum parking requirement was approved. Where a parking study does not demonstrate
that available parking stalls will adequately serve the proposed use, reductions below the minimum
requirement may be approved if a Transportation Management Program that effectively reduces parking
demand as provided in RZC 21.52.020, Transportation Management Program, is approved and recorded
with the property.
The Technical Committee may require alternative parking programs if there is a need to reduce
overall parking to alleviate significant adverse environmental impacts.
3. Required parking may be provided off site within 600 feet of the site, unless otherwise approved by the
Administrator, when secured by an easement.
21.08.220 Accessory Dwelling Units.
6. Parking. One off-street parking space is required for an ADU in addition to the parking required for the
primary dwelling unit. Parking spaces must be paved and may include private driveways, garages, carports,
or off-street areas reserved for vehicles.
a. Off-street parking for an accessory dwelling unit located within one-quarter mile of a major transit
stop shall not be required unless the Administrator has determined that the accessory dwelling unit is
in an area with a lack of access to street parking capacity, physical space impediments, or other
reasons supported by evidence that would make on-street parking infeasible for the accessory
dwelling unit (Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill 6617, Chapter 36.70A RCW).

Recommendation
21.40.010 Vehicle Parking
D. Required Off-Street Parking.
1. The minimum required and maximum permitted number of off-street parking spaces for each land use is
noted in the Parking Ratio Column of each zone. Where calculations of parking requirements result in
fractional amounts, they shall be rounded up if 0.5 or over.
2. The Administrator may approve alternative minimum parking requirements for specific uses on specific
development sites where the land use permit applicant demonstrates, through a parking study prepared by
a qualified expert, that the alternative requirement will provide sufficient parking to serve the specific use
without adversely impacting other uses and streets in the vicinity. The Administrator may require the
recording of a covenant or other instrument restricting the use of the property to the specific use for which
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the alternative minimum parking requirement was approved. Where a parking study does not demonstrate
that available parking stalls will adequately serve the proposed use, reductions below the minimum
requirement may be approved if a Transportation Management Program that effectively reduces parking
demand as provided in RZC 21.52.020, Transportation Management Program, is approved and recorded
with the property.
The Technical Committee may require alternative parking programs if there is a need to reduce
overall parking to alleviate significant adverse environmental impacts.
3. Required parking may be provided off site within 600 feet of the site, unless otherwise approved by the
Administrator, when secured by an easement.
4. Parking Near Frequent Transit.
a. Low-Cost Affordable Housing Units. Low-Cost Affordable Housing Units located within one-quarter
mile of at least one transit stop that provides service every 30 minutes or better for at least 12 hours
per day shall have a maximum residential parking requirement no greater than one parking space per
bedroom. The maximum requirement may be increased up to the maximum for non-income
restricted housing units within the zone if the City determines that a particular housing unit is in an
area with a lack of access to street parking capacity, physical space impediments, or other reasons
supported by evidence that would make on-street parking infeasible for the unit (RCW
36.70A.620(1)).
b. Housing for the Elderly and Adult Family Homes. Housing built specifically for seniors or people
with disabilities, including all Housing Services for the Elderly and Adult Family Homes, within onequarter mile of at least one transit stop that provides service every 15 minutes or better for at least 12
hours per day shall not be required to provide parking for residents. Parking for visitors or staff shall
be as established in the Redmond Zoning Code. The City may require up to one space per bedroom
or the maximum for similar housing units within the zone, whichever is less, if it determines that a
particular housing unit is in an area with a lack of access to street parking capacity, physical space
impediments, or other reasons supported by evidence that would make on-street parking infeasible
for the unit. The City may require a developer to record a covenant that prohibits the rental of a unit
subject to this parking restriction for any purpose other than providing for housing for seniors or
people with disabilities. (RCW 36.70A.620(2))
c. Multifamily Structures. Multifamily structures located within one-quarter mile of at least one transit
stop that provides service every 15 minutes or better for at least 12 hours per day shall have a
minimum residential parking requirement no greater than one parking space per bedroom. The
minimum requirement may be increased up to the maximum for similar multifamily structures within
the zone if the City determines that a particular housing unit is in an area with a lack of access to street
parking capacity, physical space impediments, or other reasons supported by evidence that would
make on-street parking infeasible for the unit (RCW 36.70A.620(3)).
d. Accessory Dwelling Units. Off-street parking for an accessory dwelling unit located within onequarter mile of a major transit stop shall not be required unless the Administrator has determined that
the accessory dwelling unit is in an area with a lack of access to street parking capacity, physical space
impediments, or other reasons supported by evidence that would make on-street parking infeasible
for the accessory dwelling unit (RCW 36.70A.698).

Staff Contact
Caroline Chapman
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Sign Code Cross-Reference and Corrections
Request Type

Typographical Error; Reference

Amendment to Current Code

21.44 Signs

Addition to Code

Rationale for Amendment
The amendment is proposed to correct typographical errors and to address a cross-referenced design
standards documents. Clarifying the zoning code as proposed is anticipated to improve the customer's
implementation of required standards and staff's implementation of the code during the application for
development review process.

Benefits
This amendment is anticipated to improve the customer’s implementation of sign regulations. The resulting
language accurately reflects operating standards. Though the City maintains several adopted and approved
design manuals, it does not currently provide a Wayfinding Design Manual as referenced in the current code.

Fiscal Benefits/Impacts
Improvements to clarity and verbiage result in improved administration and implementation of City
regulations. This enhancement is anticipated to reduce time involved in project planning and staff’s review.
As result, a cost savings is also anticipated on behalf of customers.

Amendment Supports City Plans and Priorities
•
•

Community Strategic Plan
Economic Development

Current Code Text
21.44.010 Signs and Street Graphics.
21.44.010.D. Exemptions.
The following signs are exempt from the requirements of this section:
1. Seasonal Decorations. Reasonable seasonal decorations within an appropriate holiday season or during a
festival are exempt from this section as long as such displays are removed promptly at the end of the holiday
season or festival;
2. Street Furniture. Sculptures, fountains, benches, lighting, mosaics, landscaping, artwork, and other street
furniture and design features which do not incorporate advertising or identification;
3. Signs Not Visible from Public Way. Exterior and interior signs or displays not intended to be visible from
public streets or public ways, signs in the interior of a building more than three feet from the closest window
and not facing a window, window displays and point of purchase advertising displays such as vending
machines are exempt from the requirements of this section;
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4. Flagpoles. Poles erected for the purpose of displaying patriotic or corporate flags;
5. Certain Public Signs. The following signs and displays are exempt from the requirements of this section:
street signs and/or numbers, street address identification, traffic control and pedestrian signs and signals,
governmental directional and/or wayfinding signs, public and legal notices and warnings required by a
public process, signs required by law, and governmental flags.
6. Gateway Entrance Signs. Gateway signs and all other wayfinding signs as provided for within the
Redmond Wayfinding Design Manual.
7. Address Verification Signs. These signs are exempt if they are four square feet or less.
8. Directional Signs. Directional signs may be located to guide or direct pedestrian or vehicular traffic to
parking entrances, exits, service areas, and business locations, and may not exceed six square feet in area.
Such signs are exempt from the requirement of a sign permit if they do not contain a commercial message or
the name of establishment.
9. Parking Area Signs. Where parking is separated from the business served, one off-premises sign is
permitted for identification. Signs shall not exceed six square feet in area and are exempt from the
requirement of a sign permit if there is no commercial message.
10. Window Signs. Permanent and temporary window signs and graphics are exempt from the requirement
of a sign permit; however, home businesses are prohibited from using window signs and/or window
graphics.
11. Incidental Signs. Small signs of a noncommercial nature without advertising intended primarily for the
convenience of the public and having a maximum area of six square feet are exempt from the requirement of
a sign permit. Included are signs designating restrooms, hours of operations, entrances and exits to
buildings and parking lots, help wanted, public telephones, etc. Also included are property control and
warning signs such as “no trespassing,” “no dumping,” etc., and plaques, tablets, or inscriptions which are an
integral part of a building or are attached flat to the face of a building, walkway, or street. Resident name
identification signs are exempt and are considered incidental signage provided that they do not exceed six
square feet and are placed entirely on the resident’s property.
12. Construction Safety Signs. Construction safety signs providing notice to the public that construction is
occurring on the site and that caution is warranted.

21.44.020 Sign Design Standards.
21.44.020.E.5. General Sign Design Standards: Sign Color.
a. Use of colors is one of the primary means of visual communication. Excessive and uncoordinated use of
colors may confuse and negate the messaof the sign. Sign applicants and designers should choose colors
that are complementary yet provide good contrast with each other.Bright day-glo (fluorescent) colors should
be avoided as they are distracting and do not blend well with other background colors. Excessively bright
colors should not be used as a means to attract attentio
b. Sign colors should relate to, complement, and not detract from the materials or color scheme of the
buildings, including accent and trim we need to coelamy Omm colors.
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Recommendation
21.44.010.D. Signs and Street Graphics.
5. Certain Public Signs. The following signs and displays are exempt from the requirements of this section:
street signs and/or numbers, street address identification, traffic control and pedestrian signs and signals,
governmental directional, gateway, and/or wayfinding signs, public and legal notices and warnings required
by a public process, signs required by law, and governmental flags.
6. Gateway Entrance Signs. Gateway signs and all other wayfinding signs as provided for within the
Redmond Wayfinding Design Manual.

21.44.020.E.5. General Sign Design Standards: Sign Color.
a. Use of colors is one of the primary means of visual communication. Excessive and uncoordinated use of
colors may confuse and negate the messaof message of the sign. Sign applicants and designers should
choose colors that are complementary yet provide good contrast with each other. Bright day-glo
(fluorescent) colors should be avoided as they are distracting and do not blend well with other background
colors. Excessively bright colors should not be used as a means to attract attentio attention.
b. Sign colors should relate to, complement, and not detract from the materials or color scheme of the
buildings, including accent and trim we need to coelamy Omm colors.

Staff Contact
•
•
•

Kim Dietz
Carl McCarthy
Peter B. Dane
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Overlake Street Tree List
Request Type

Reference

Amendment to Current Code

21.52.040 Sight Clearance at Intersections

Addition to Code

Rationale for Amendment
The RZC refers to a list that has migrated to the Parks and Recreation Maintenance and Operations team for
programmatic implementation and maintenance. The Street Tree program ensures consistency of street tree
planting by private developers with the priority and appropriate tree species for site conditions, canopy
percentage, and neighborhood and street character.

Benefits
The proposed amendment would provide accurate information for customers and staff and transparency
regarding the program resource. Predictability for customers regarding regulatory procedures would also
be enhanced via this proposed clarification.

Fiscal Benefits/Impacts
The accuracy, transparency, and predictability created by this amendment is anticipated to reduce customer
and staff’s time involved in planning and reviewing applications for development.

Amendment Supports City Plans and Priorities
•

Community Strategic Plan

Current Code Text
Table 21.12.200B
Requirements for Cross Sections
Standard

Cross Section
A

C

D

F

G

H

I

J

Right of Way Geometry
Sidewalk

8 (SB/WB); 6 (Both 12 (Both Sides) 6 (Both 8.5 (Both Sides)

8

12 (NB/EB) Sides)

(SB/WB); note 2, below

Sides)

8.5 (SB/WB);

8.5 (Both Sides)

9 (NB/EB) (NB/EB)
5-Foot

5 (Both

5 (Both 4 (Both Sides)

5 (Both 0 (Both Sides)

0 (Both

0 (SB/WB);

Planting

Sides)

Sides)

Sides)

Sides)

note 2, below

Strip or 4-

0 (Both Sides)

(NB/EB)

Foot
Furniture
Zone with
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Table 21.12.200B
Requirements for Cross Sections
Cross Section

Standard

A

C

D

F

G

H

I

J

Tree
Grates
On-Street 0 (Both

0 (Both 8 (Both Sides)

0 (Both 0 (Both Sides)

0 (Both

Parking

Sides)

Sides)

Sides)

Sides)

Bike Lane 0 (Both
Sides)

5.5

5.5 (Both

5.5

(Both

Sides)

(Both

Sides)
GP Lanes

Median /

11

Sides)

(Both

(Both

Sides)

Sides)

12

0 (Both Sides)

5.5 (Both 5.5 (Both Sides) 5.5 (Both Sides)
Sides)

Sides)

22 (Both

12

5.5 (Both Sides)

0 (Both Sides)

11 (Both Sides) 22

14

12

22 (Both Sides)

22 (Both

22 (Both Sides)

11 (Both Sides)

12

12

Street trees

Sides)

12

14

Two Way
Left Turn
Lane
Notes
Notes

A.

A. Interim

Street trees shall be

A. Street trees

Separate

pending the

planted in sidewalk area

shall be planted shall be planted

multiuse

results of a

per the Recommended

in sidewalk area in sidewalk area

path

corridor study

Street Tree List or as

per the

parallel to

conducted in

otherwise required by the

Recommended Recommended

corridor.

coordination

Parks Department.

Street Tree List

Street Tree List

B. Street

with

or as otherwise

or as otherwise

section

identification

required by the

required by the

shared by

of a light rail

Parks

Parks

Bellevue

alignment by

Department.

Department.

and

the Sound

B. Expanded

Redmond.

Transit Board

pedestrian zone

of Directors.

shall include 10-

GP lane 13

B. Light rail in

foot-wide

feet. Inside

the corridor

sidewalk

GP lane 11

would result in

between two

feet.

the removal of

planting areas,

the median

one adjacent to

and on-street

the street and

parking.

one adjacent to

C. Outside

per the

adjacent private
development.
Total right-ofway width shall
be 82 feet, with
easement for
remainder of
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Table 21.12.200B
Requirements for Cross Sections
Cross Section

Standard

A

C

D

F

G

H

I

J

expanded
pedestrian
zone.

Recommendation
Table 21.12.200B
Requirements for Cross Sections
Cross Section

Standard

A

C

D

F

G

H

I

J

Right of Way Geometry
Sidewalk

8 (SB/WB); 6 (Both 12 (Both Sides) 6 (Both 8.5 (Both Sides)

8

12 (NB/EB) Sides)

(SB/WB); note 2, below

Sides)

8.5 (SB/WB);

8.5 (Both Sides)

9 (NB/EB) (NB/EB)
5-Foot

5 (Both

5 (Both 4 (Both Sides)

5 (Both 0 (Both Sides)

0 (Both

0 (SB/WB);

Planting

Sides)

Sides)

Sides)

Sides)

note 2, below

0 (Both Sides)

(NB/EB)

Strip or 4Foot
Furniture
Zone with
Tree
Grates
On-Street 0 (Both

0 (Both 8 (Both Sides)

0 (Both 0 (Both Sides)

0 (Both

Parking

Sides)

Sides)

Sides)

Sides)

Bike Lane 0 (Both
Sides)

5.5

5.5 (Both

5.5

(Both

Sides)

(Both

Sides)
GP Lanes

Median /

11

Sides)

(Both

(Both

Sides)

Sides)

12

0 (Both Sides)

5.5 (Both 5.5 (Both Sides) 5.5 (Both Sides)
Sides)

Sides)

22 (Both

12

5.5 (Both Sides)

0 (Both Sides)

11 (Both Sides) 22

14

12

22 (Both Sides)

22 (Both

22 (Both Sides)

11 (Both Sides)

12

12

Street trees

Sides)

12

14

Two Way
Left Turn
Lane
Notes
Notes

A.

A. Interim

Street trees shall be

A. Street trees

Separate

pending the

planted in sidewalk area

shall be planted shall be planted

multiuse

results of a

per the Recommended

in sidewalk area in sidewalk area
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Table 21.12.200B
Requirements for Cross Sections
Cross Section

Standard

A

C

D

F

G

H

I

J

path

corridor study

Street Tree List or as

per the

parallel to

conducted in

otherwise required by the

Recommended Recommended

corridor.

coordination

Parks Department’s Street

Street Tree List

Street Tree List

B. Street

with

Tree program.

or as otherwise

or as otherwise

section

identification

required by the

required by the

shared by

of a light rail

Parks

Parks

Bellevue

alignment by

Department’s

Department’s

and

the Sound

Street Tree

Street Tree

Redmond.

Transit Board

program.

program.

of Directors.

B. Expanded

GP lane 13

B. Light rail in

pedestrian zone

feet. Inside

the corridor

shall include 10-

GP lane 11

would result in

foot-wide

feet.

the removal of

sidewalk

the median

between two

and on-street

planting areas,

parking.

one adjacent to

C. Outside

per the

the street and
one adjacent to
adjacent private
development.
Total right-ofway width shall
be 82 feet, with
easement for
remainder of
expanded
pedestrian
zone.

Staff Contact
•

Jeff Churchill
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Sidewalks in Easements
Request Type

Missing Information, Clarification

Amendment to Current Code

21.52 Transportation Standards; 20.60.020 Context, Circulation, and
Connections; Appendix 2

Addition to Code

Rationale for Amendment
The current code offers unclear and potentially contradictory language regarding sidewalks and their
dedication or placement within easements. These regulations could also allow for potential conflicts such as
vehicle overhangs within the right of way or at sidewalks, resulting in impacts to general pedestrian mobility
including the access needs of people who are physically disabled.
In a small number of locations throughout the City, new development extended private parcel boundaries to
the edge of the street curb, then incorporated sidewalks within easements behind the curb. Because
setbacks of structures are measured from the parcel edges as shown below, this configuration can result in
short driveways where a vehicle, when parked, overhangs the sidewalk in part or in full.
Figure 21.08.080A
Typical Subdivision Layout R-5

Figure 21.08.080B
Typical Site Layout R-5
This sketch represents maximum allowance for structures, impervious surface & setbacks

LEGEND
A FRONT SETBACK MINIMUM 15'-0"
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Figure 21.08.080A
Typical Subdivision Layout R-5
B SIDE STREET SETBACK MINIMUM 15'-0"
C SIDE INTERIOR SETBACK 5'-0"/10'-0"
D REAR SETBACK MINIMUM 10'-0"
E LOT FRONTAGE MINIMUM 20'-0"
F ALLOWED PROJECTION OF BUILDING EXTREMITIES INTO SETBACK
G LOT WIDTH CIRCLE MINIMUM 35'-0" (DIAMETER)
H GARAGE SETBACK MINIMUM 18'-0"
I

LOT-BY-LOT OPEN SPACE MINIMUM 15'-0"

J BUILDING SEPARATION MINIMUM 10'-0"

Benefits
The proposed amendment clarifies the required design and maintenance of infrastructure for general
pedestrian mobility including the needs of people who are physically disabled. The change to regulations is
anticipated to further clarify that vehicular overhangs from driveways shall not be permitted within the right
of way or at sidewalks.

Fiscal Benefits/Impacts
The amendment is a proactive clarification regarding the design of infrastructure that is currently required by
development regulations. Community values such as those regarding complete streets are supported by
this change and no fiscal benefits or impacts are anticipated as a result of this clarification.

Amendment Supports City Plans and Priorities
•
•
•
•
•

Community Strategic Plan
Mayor’s Priorities and Goals
Comprehensive Plan
Transportation Master Plan
Environmental Sustainability Action Plan Equitable Access strategies

Current Code Text
21.52.030

Street and Access Standards.

A. Purpose. The purpose of this division is to establish street and access standards to implement:
1. The Redmond Comprehensive Plan;
2. The City of Redmond Transportation Master Plan; and
3. The Neighborhood Street Plans found in the Neighborhoods Element of the Redmond Comprehensive
Plan or other adopted street plans within the RZC.
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B. Scope. The requirements of this division shall apply to all development in the City processed under RMC
Chapter 15.08, Building Code; RZC Article I, Zone-Based Regulations, RZC Article II, Citywide Regulations; and
RZC Article VI, Review Procedures. No permit shall be issued nor approval granted without compliance with this
section.
C. Street Classification. Streets and rights-of-way are classified as freeways, principal arterials, minor arterials,
collectors, connectors, local access streets, and alleys. A description of each of these classifications is contained in
Appendix D of the City’s Transportation Master Plan.
D. Street Plan.
1. Streets shall be designated and located to conform to the Transportation Master Plan and the
Neighborhood Street Plans. Where not part of an adopted plan, streets shall be designed to:
a. Provide multimodal street improvements according to City standards;
b. Complete missing links and improve connections among adjacent neighborhoods;
c. Provide access to and from public transportation facilities;
d. Maintain continuity of the street pattern;
e. Avoid creation of excessively large blocks on local access streets; and
f. Manage access to arterials.
2. Where topography or other conditions make achievement of the design objectives in subsection D.1
impractical, street design shall conform to a system approved by the Technical Committee.
E. Access.
1. Lot Access. All lots shall have access to a public right-of-way via direct access, an easement recorded with
King County, or a private drive or road. The specific design of property access shall be based on standards
and guidelines established or approved by the City of Redmond.
Where there is more than one feasible access to public right-of-way, the property shall access the lower
classified street as defined in RZC 21.52.030.C, Street Classification. Access is feasible when it provides a
direct connection via easement, private road, or other means to a public right-of-way and when it meets
minimum Fire Code access requirements.
2. Waterfront Access. Rights-of-way may be required to be extended to water bodies and/or the center of
watercourses as land is developed to provide public access.
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Figure 21.52.030
Access

F. Traffic Control, Safety Devices, and Street Lights.
1. As a condition of development approval, the Director of Public Works may require that all or any portion
of the needed traffic control and safety markings, signs, signals, street lights, turn lanes, traffic calming
measures, and other devices be installed or funded. The requirement for these items shall be based on
warrants and guidelines established by the City of Redmond, the Washington State Department of
Transportation (WSDOT), the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO),
and the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD). Such devices shall only be required when it is
clearly demonstrated that the development itself or in conjunction with other developments is causing the
need for the improvement.
2. Whenever any construction within or adjacent to any public street will result in street lights being
temporarily removed or disconnected for more than 24 hours, the party proposing such temporary removal
or disconnection shall be required to submit a temporary lighting plan for review and approval by the Public
Works Department before any removal or disconnection takes place. The Public Works Department shall
approve the temporary lighting plan only if adequate provisions are made for the safety of vehicles and
pedestrians during periods in which the street lights will be removed or disconnected for more than 24 hours.
3. Whenever any construction within or adjacent to any public street will result in the temporary closure of all
or any portion of any sidewalk or other public walkway, the party proposing such temporary closure may be
required to submit a temporary pedestrian linkage plan for review and approval by the Public Works
Department before any closure takes place. The Public Works Department shall approve the temporary
pedestrian linkage plan only if adequate provisions are made for the safe passage of pedestrians during the
periods when the sidewalk or walkway will be closed.
G. Right-of-Way and/or Easement Dedication. Where a planned street right-of-way or roadway, sidewalk, slope,
or utility easement, as indicated by RZC 21.52.030.D, Street Plan, or as is necessary to complete a public City
street, lies within a proposed development, the fee owner of the property shall be required to dedicate the rightof-way to the City as a condition of approval under RZC Chapter 21.76, Review Procedures.
1. Prior to acceptance of the right-of-way and/or easement by the City, the fee owner will be required to
remove or subordinate any existing private easements or rights that encumber the property to be dedicated,
and shall be required to remove any underground, at the surface, and in the airspace encroachments on such
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easements or rights-of-way. The City of Redmond Standards Specifications DG 18 through DG 20 provide
specific design guidance regarding ROW encroachment requirements.
2. The Technical Committee shall serve as the decision-making body regarding the City’s acceptance of
right-of-way that is encumbered, if the City in its sole determination finds that the easement or other right will
not interfere with the City’s long-term operation of the right-of-way for transportation, utility, or other
customary right-of-way purposes.
H. Private Streets. Local access streets serving less than ten single-family homes may be private, subject to the
approval of the Technical Committee. If agreed to by the City, private streets may be dedicated to the City but
only upon meeting all requirements of RZC 21.17.010.F, Adequate Streets, Sidewalks, and Trails.
I. Construction Specifications and Design Standards. Street and right-of-way improvement construction
specifications, standardized details, and design standards shall be prepared by the Director of Public Works. The
specifications shall include, but are not limited to, the following: street widths, curve radii, alignments, street
layout, grades, sidewalk placement and standards, length of cul-de-sacs, intersection design, sight distance and
clearance, and driveway location. Amendments to these standards may be made as conditions warrant. The
specifications and any amendments shall be made available to the public as RZC Appendix 2, Construction
Specifications and Design Standards for Streets and Access. Alternative street designs may be approved by the
City Council to encourage innovative designs or reduce disturbance to the natural setting if it finds that the
alternative meets the intent of this chapter.

21.52.050

Pedestrian, Bicycle, and Other Nonmotorized Connections.

A. Purpose. The purpose of this section is to ensure connectivity between the various neighborhoods of the City
by providing facilities for the mobility and safety of pedestrians and nonmotorized conveyances.
B. Required Installation. As development occurs, sidewalks, bike lanes, multiuse paths, and trails shall be
provided. Installation is required as a condition of development approval.
C. Location. Sidewalks, bike lanes, multiuse paths, and trails shall be provided in public rights-of-way or
easements across private property that guarantee public access after consideration of the following factors:
1. Compliance with the Redmond Comprehensive Plan;
2. Need to improve access to public facilities;
3. Need to connect a development with trails;
4. Need for access between developments;
5. Compliance with the standards of RZC 21.52.030, Street and Access Standards;
6. Need for sidewalks on one or both sides of a street;
7. Compliance with RZC Appendix 2, Construction Specification and Design Standards for Streets and
Access; and
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8. Compliance with RZC 21.10, Downtown Regulations; RZC 21.12, Overlake Regulations; and RZC 21.08,
Residential Regulations.
D. Construction Specifications. Construction specifications and design details for sidewalks, bike lanes, multiuse
paths, and trails shall be prepared by the Director of Public Works or incorporated in the Transportation Master
Plan or the Parks, Arts, Recreation and Conservation Plan. (Ord. 2803)

21.60.020

Context, Circulation, and Connections.

A. Purpose. The purpose of this section is to:
1. Identify existing neighborhood characteristics that can be enhanced or incorporated into the designs of
new development projects;
2. Address neighborhood compatibility and transitions between adjacent land uses, buildings, and street
frontages; and
3. Establish criteria for street design, transit service, pedestrian, and vehicle areas.
B. Design Contexts.
1. Intent.
a. To provide contextual references that can be used to encourage creative and distinctive designs for
new development and redevelopment projects while avoiding sameness in design.
b. To create contexts that capture the community visions and values as reflected in the Comprehensive
Plan, Redmond Zoning Code, and Design Review Handbook. Contextual elements could include the
following:
i. Context Defined by Natural Forms and Patterns. These are natural landforms found in the
Sammamish River Valley and other parts of the City. Examples include river contour forms; river
bench terraces; multiple silhouette ridgelines; and panoramic vistas with associated mountain, lake,
river, and ravine forms.
ii. Historic and Cultural Context. Historic landmarks and the section of Leary Way framed by older
historic structures have been identified as contributing to the historic character of the City. In
addition, Redmond’s native peoples and Redmond’s heritage as a logging and farming community,
and as a historic urban crossroads, define the more general historic and cultural context of the City.
iii. Architectural Context. This includes buildings with articulated facades, pedestrian-friendly scale
and detailing, historic building features or character, and interesting rooflines.
2. Design Criteria.
a. Site development should not substantially alter natural landforms.
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b. Developments that have a historic or cultural context should incorporate or enhance historic or
cultural references with the use of symbolic design details, interpretive signs, or informational plaques.
c. Developments within an area that is consistent with the goals and vision within the Comprehensive
Plan, and have a distinctive common architectural context in terms of building height, roof type, base,
cap, windows, entries, and other similar features, should carry it forward with consistent architectural
types, materials, and detailing.
C. Natural Features - Ridgelines and Hill Tops.
1. Intent.
a. To reduce natural hazards and impacts on the natural environment and to minimize the visual impact
of development on hillsides.
b. To respect natural landforms and to use them to provide definition between various parts of the
community and to provide project identity.
2. Design Criteria.
a. Development on hillsides should minimize visual and environmental impact by incorporating the
following techniques as appropriate:
i. Except in Urban Centers, locate structures to ensure the tops of structures are located below
prominent ridgelines or the vegetation along ridgelines.
ii. Retain existing wind-resilient vegetation along ridgelines.
Figure 21.60.020A
Ridgelines and Hilltops

D. Relationship to Adjacent Properties.
1. Intent.
a. To promote the functional and visual compatibility between adjacent neighborhoods and different
land uses;
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b. To encourage building designs which use natural, historical, traditional, or cultural context references
to create elements which link the development to the neighborhood and community;
c. To use building design to create a transition between development and natural features; and
d. To promote a gradual transition between different uses.
2. Design Criteria.
a. Coordinate proposed development with surrounding site planning and development efforts on
adjacent properties.
Figure 21.60.020B
Relationships to Adjacent Properties

b. The site's zoning and other relevant Comprehensive Plan policies shall be considered as indicators of
the desired direction for the area and project.
c. Properly link proposed development to existing and planned walkway, trail, street drainage, and
utility systems, and assure efficient continuation of such systems.
d. Consider the impact of building mass, color, lighting, and design upon adjacent open spaces,
continuity of identified public view corridors, public open spaces or parks, and recreation areas.
e. Designs shall minimize impacts to historic structures or sites, and mitigate impacts through such
means as:
i. Developments adjacent to historic landmarks should ensure that significant features of historic
landmarks are not obscured from public view. In cases where this is not fully possible, developments
shall mitigate with photo documentation, showing the significant features that will be obscured and
the relationship of the structure to that adjacent site prior to construction of the obscuring structure.
ii. Use of color on developments adjacent to historic landmark structures that allow the existing
historic landmarks to remain prominent within the immediate area.
iii. Use of materials or design that emulate existing historic landmarks but which can be
differentiated in age from that of the landmark.
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iv. Views from the new development may include views of significant features of the historic
landmark.
E. Relationship to Street Front.
1. Intent.
a. To create a relationship between a development and the street front that provides safety and
amenities for a development’s residents, employees, and customers, and for surrounding properties.
b. To relate residential development to the street front that helps define neighborhood character. For
example, residential areas with porches and balconies can create a sense of community and improve
safety along public sidewalks and streets.
c. To relate commercial development to the street front to ensure active street environments that
encourage pedestrian activity, stimulate business, and encourage walking as a transportation mode. For
example, commercial buildings with windows and entries oriented to the street can enhance pedestrian
activity.
d. To create an attractive street edge and unified streetscape and to provide pedestrian access where it
does not conflict with private property security issues.
2. Design Criteria.
a. Building setbacks from public streets should be minimized in commercial developments.
b. Buildings should be arranged on-site to minimize distances between buildings to create a walkable
environment and to allow for the creation of public plazas and courtyards where required.
c. All development shall include site-planning measures to create an attractive street edge and
accommodate pedestrian access.
i. Define the street edge with buildings, landscaping, or other features.
ii. Provide for a sidewalk at least five feet wide if there is not space in the public right-of-way (ROW).
iii. Provide building entries that are accessed from the sidewalk. Preferably these access ways
should be separated from the parking and drive aisles. If access traverses the parking lot, then it
should be raised, clearly marked by a change in surface treatment, or both.
iv. For businesses which require outdoor display oriented to the street, such as nurseries and auto
sales, the street edge shall be defined.
d. Create a streetscape to allow for the safe movement of pedestrians. Wherever possible, relegate
parking and drive-through passageways to the side and rear of all buildings.
e. Provide site development features that are visible and pedestrian accessible from the street. These
features could include plazas, open space areas, employee lunch and recreational areas, architectural
focal points, and accent lighting.
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f. Where nonresidential ground floor uses such as structured parking are permitted, windows, rather
than blank walls, shall be provided on the street level in order to encourage a visual link between the
business and passing pedestrians. A minimum of 60 percent of the length of the storefront area facing
streets (between two feet and seven feet above the sidewalk) shall be in nonreflective, transparent
glazing.
g. In the Neighborhood Commercial 1 (NC-1) zone, windows shall also be provided along the side and
rear facades. A minimum of 20 percent of the total length of the rear and the total length of each side
facade shall be in nonreflective, transparent glazing.
Figure 21.60.020C
Relationships to Street Front

F. Street Design.
1. Intent.
a. To balance the needs of vehicular, transit, pedestrian, and bicycle uses, and to create attractive
streetscapes, while maintaining safety as the top priority;
b. To create attractive connections that provide safe linkages to public facilities, shorelines, and other
public open spaces, and that complement the aesthetics of adjacent natural features and buildings.
2. Design Criteria.
a. Street design shall be based upon the Pedestrian System Plan, Bicycle System Plan, Design Guidance
and Multimodal Transportation Systems Plan chapters of the Transportation Master Plan; Bicycle Facilities
Design Manual; the City's Construction Specifications in RZC Appendix 2, Construction Specification and
Design Standards for Streets and Access; and any corridor study adopted by the City Council for the
street(s) in question.
b. Minimize steep gradients in circulation patterns to the extent allowed by site topography.
c. Promote safety through adequate sight distance, limited driveways on busy streets, and avoidance of
difficult turning patterns.
d. Allow safe, efficient access for emergency vehicles.
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e. Discourage through traffic and long curvilinear cul-de-sacs, while assuring adequate circulation
between neighborhoods.
f. Accommodate transit on Transit Modal Corridors (see Transportation Master Plan, Transit System
Plan), arterial streets and, where appropriate, within internal circulation systems. Width, geometry, slopes,
and construction materials should be suitable for transit service. Transit stops should be included at
appropriate intervals.
g. Where possible, streets and internal circulation systems should frame vistas of retail areas, public
buildings, parks, open spaces, and natural features, especially Lake Sammamish, the Sammamish River,
Bear and Evans Creeks, and forested slopes.
h. Intersections shall be designed to facilitate both pedestrian and vehicular movement. Intersections
that are components of the bicycle system shall be designed to facilitate bicycle movements (see
Transportation Master Plan, Bicycle System Plan).
i. Minimize impacts on water quality by incorporating low-impact development infrastructure
and limiting impervious surface area.
j. Provide shade trees along all streets. Street trees spacing and tree species shall be consistent with
other street tree species in the neighborhood and shall not result in significant maintenance issues as
determined by the City's Planning and Parks Departments' recommendations. Planting techniques shall
be selected to create a unified image for the street, provide an effective canopy, avoid sidewalk damage,
and minimize water consumption. Drip irrigation systems and native drought tolerant landscaping are
encouraged. Trees should vary along different streets to prevent excessive planting of any one species.
k. Within the Shoreline Jurisdiction, streets and bridges shall be designed to enhance shoreline visual,
physical, and cultural access by incorporating special design features, such as viewpoints, gateway
design elements, street furniture, decorative lighting, landscaping, public art, or street graphics.
G. Transit.
1. Intent.
a. To encourage transit use through building orientation and site design;
b. To provide safe and continuous pedestrian access to transit facilities;
c. To consider minimizing the distance between buildings and transit stops; and
d. To encourage weather protection for those waiting for transit.
2. Design Criteria.
a. Provide transit stops and improvements where the intensity of use and expected demand supports
transit use. Transit stops shall include space for shelters meeting King County standards and ten feet
between the curb to the back of sidewalk, unless other site requirements require a larger sidewalk. The
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area devoted to shelters and wider sidewalks may be included in setbacks and may be counted toward
required landscaping.
b. Along high traffic volume streets, a number of transit stop alternatives, such as building “passenger
bulbs” or transit stops where sidewalks extend to the traffic sidewalk lane, should be installed. Bulbs allow
transit to stop easily, and people are prevented from parking at the stop.
c. Provide direct access to transit stops from buildings via defined, safe pathway systems.
Figure 21.60.020D
Transit Access

Pedestrian access to transit provided across the block
Figure 21.60.020E
Transit Access

d. Locate parking lots to the side and rear of buildings. Avoid making pedestrians walk across expansive
parking lots to reach transit stops.
e. Consider a covered and lighted entrance outside the structure or other effective options where
residents or patrons may wait for transit out of the weather.
f. Focus the location of buildings on-site to concentrate present and future transit use and to encourage
residential use of transit.
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g. Consider orienting buildings toward the street and locate them as close as practicable toward
existing or proposed transit stops. Minimize walking distances between buildings and transit stops.
Building entries should be within 1,000 feet of the transit stop.
h. If the development will have a retail use, locate the storefront close to the transit stop.
i. Security walls and fences should include gates that employees can open from both sides to provide
access to and from transit stops.
H. Pedestrian and Bicycle Circulation.
1. Intent.
a. To improve the pedestrian and bicycling environment by making it easier, safer, and more
comfortable to walk or ride among residences, to businesses, to the street sidewalk, to transit stops,
through parking lots, to adjacent properties, and connections throughout the City;
b. To enhance access to on- and off-site open space areas, shoreline access areas, and
pedestrian/bicycle paths.
2. Design Criteria.
a. Provide pedestrian walkways that minimize walking distances from principal building entrances to all
businesses, uses, and buildings on the development site; existing or planned sidewalks; and the street
right-of-way.
b. Provide pedestrian walkways that connect to adjacent properties, except when adjacent properties
are multifamily developments of fewer than three dwelling units, or when the pathway could connect a
multifamily development to a manufacturing or industrial use, or a manufacturing or industrial use to
another manufacturing or industrial use. Barriers that limit future pedestrian access are prohibited. Gates
that limit access to employees are permitted.
Figure 21.60.020F
Pedestrian Linkages
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c. Design pedestrian walkways to be at least six feet wide and distinguishable from vehicle areas by
pavement texture, elevation, or other treatment that achieves the same result. Use of painted striping is
not adequate for meeting the intent of this section.
d. Enhance site access and access to adjacent sites by linking paths, driveways, and parking areas to
adjoining public or private open space, trail systems, paths, crosswalks, and transit stops, consistent with
the following plans and guidance:
i. The Redmond Parks, Arts, Recreation, Culture & Conservation (PARCC) Plan;
ii. The Neighborhood Plans in the Redmond Comprehensive Plan;
iii. The Pedestrian System Plan, Bicycle System Plan, Transportation Facilities Plan, and Unfunded
Build-out Transportation Facilities Plan in the Redmond Transportation Master Plan (TMP);
iv. The Downtown Pedestrian Map in the Redmond Zoning Code; and
v. The Shoreline Public Access System Map in the Redmond Shoreline Master Program (SMP).
e. Provide easements for pedestrian access to facilitate the future extension of paths as adjoining
properties are improved.
f. Provide for access needs of the physically challenged as required by the International Building Code
and International Residential Code adopted by the State Building Code Council and the City of
Redmond.
g. Encourage pedestrian use and movement by providing walkways. Design efficient pedestrian
walkways by:
i. Reducing walkway distances and providing short cuts;
ii. Eliminating pedestrian barriers and obstacles, such as providing steps and ramps across retaining
walls and slopes where possible, to allow for pedestrian movement throughout the site. (Gates shall
be provided to breech fences if they impede pedestrian movement to shopping, transit, and other
common activities.) Pedestrian access shall be clearly marked through design treatments, such as
colored and textured walks, speed table driveway crossings, etc.;
iii. Assuring continuity of walkways;
iv. Providing protection from wind and rain, especially at main building entrances and over public
walkways;
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Figure 21.60.020G
Weather Protection

Weather protection at building entry extends over the public sidewalk

v. Providing adequate lighting in accordance with the lighting standards in the Redmond Zoning
Code where nighttime use exists or is encouraged;
vi. Using walkway surfaces which are comfortable to walk on and durable; and
vii. Providing safe and convenient access to bike parking.
h. Existing paths should be recognized and improved to ensure connection to and through sites and
access to parks and open space.
i. Pedestrian circulation plans should typically incorporate the following techniques to increase the
safety of pedestrians:
i. Avoid sharp “blind” corners, especially on stairways and corridors where potential assailants can
predict movement.
ii. Avoid sudden changes in grade that reduce sight lines on pathways.
iii. Design openings in barriers along pathways to allow sight lines into adjacent property.
iv. Consider installing convex security mirrors where sight lines are impeded along pathways.
v. Avoid situations where pedestrians cannot see activity on the far side or where alternative paths
are not available.
I. Vehicle Entrances and Driveways.
1. Intent.
a. To provide safe, convenient vehicular access to sites without diminishing pedestrian access and visual
qualities.
2. Design Criteria.
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a. Minimize parking lot entrances, driveways, and other vehicle access routes onto private property from
a public right-of-way.
Figure 21.60.020H
Vehicle Entrances

b. Driveway lanes crossing a public sidewalk shall be no wider than the minimum required per entry or
exit lane. The City may impose additional restrictions to parking lot and vehicle access point locations to
reduce impacts to public safety, pedestrian movement, on-street vehicle circulation, and visual qualities.
c. Joint driveways between adjacent developments should be provided when the proposal meets the
following:
i. Joint access is legally available;
ii. The proposal promotes safety for pedestrians and operators of automobiles minimizing the
interaction of vehicles and pedestrians; and
iii. The proposal promotes proper dispersal of traffic mode and behavior to support traffic
management objectives.
d. Minimize conflicts between entries and vehicle parking and maneuvering areas.
J. Parking Lot and Structured Parking Location and Design.
1. Intent.
a. To encourage parking design that provides for distribution of parking in a balanced manner across
the project site plan, avoiding where possible a concentration of all of the parking in front of the building;
b. To provide for clear internal vehicle circulation patterns and consideration of pedestrian walkways in
parking lots;
c. To set standards for paving, lighting, and other design elements;
d. To provide for joint entrances and exits;
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e. To reduce the negative impacts of parking and circulation facilities on highly visible public open
spaces, such as shorelines and other natural open spaces.
2. Design Criteria.
a. Locate parking where possible behind buildings and away from areas of public visibility and
shorelines.
Figure 21.60.020I
Parking Lot Location

b. Integrate parking area design with landscape design in a way that reduces the visual impact of
impervious surfaces and provides adequate screening of parking from public view, while allowing
sufficient visibility to enhance safety. Parking areas should provide for landscaping next to buildings and
alongside walkways.
c. Reduce pavement areas for vehicular use by avoiding the use of parking aisles with parking located
only along one side.
d. Convenient, clearly identified pedestrian access shall be provided from the interior of parking areas
and street front walkways. See Figure 21.60.020J, below.
e. Site layout for individual parcels should be designed to provide reciprocal vehicular and pedestrian
access to and from adjoining lots in order to achieve a unified circulation plan which minimizes curb cuts
and provides pedestrian connections between uses.
f. Parking – Structured.
i. Structured parking should be designed to include articulated planes. The scale of parking
structures shall be modulated by interruptions of the facades, setbacks, and lowering the first level
below the existing grade (where the water table allows) to reduce total height.
ii. Facades of parking structures shall include a landscape treatment in addition to architectural
screening from the SR 520 corridor.
iii. Parking structures shall have landscaping around the perimeter which will correspond to that
used by the adjacent land uses and activities. Landscaping shall include, but not be limited to, a
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combination of shade trees, evergreen trees, shrubs, groundcovers, deciduous native and
ornamental shrubs, and vines to further screen the structures.
iv. The top floor of parking structures should include landscape screening in areas, such as along
the cornice and on the deck, either by trees or a screening trellis treatment if visible from residential
zones or SR520.
v. Provide walkways in parking floors which have curbs or other barriers to protect from vehicular
intrusion.
vi. For security, pedestrian routes shall be visible and avoid enclosed, hidden areas. Emergency call
boxes should be available.
vii. Parking structures along the ground floor shall be enclosed with retail or office uses on the
exterior; or where this enclosure is not feasible, the visual impact should be softened with
landscaping or screening.
Figure 21.60.020J
Parking Lot Pedestrain Walkway

(Ord. 2614; Ord. 2803)

Appendix 2.Construction Specification and Design Standards for Streets and Access
These specifications and design standards implement the City’s Transportation Master Plan (TMP) by
providing details for the construction of improvements described in the TMP.
The TMP should be consulted along with these specifications and standards in order to determine the
complete nature and extent of the improvements required. This appendix has been approved by the
Director of Public Works, who may approve design deviations in specific situations where conditions warrant
and are properly documented. Such site-specific design deviations shall not constitute general changes to
these standards.

A. Streets.
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1. Purpose. The purpose of this section is to establish street standards for both public and private streets
serving five or more dwelling units. This section is a supplement to RZC 21.52, Transportation Standards.
2. Street Types and Widths.
a. City of Redmond streets are defined in RZC 21.52.030.C, Street Classification, and as shown on Tables 1,
2 and 3 and Standard Details in the City of Redmond’s construction “Standard Specification and Details.”
Shared Street guidelines are provided in RZC 21.10.150, Appendix 7 and Appendix 8A.
b. Private Streets.
i. Criteria for Authorization. Private residential streets and roadways are allowed under the following
conditions:
A. Where due to topographic or other constraints the Public Works Department determines that it would be
creating an inequitable hardship on the City or because of practical difficulties the City could not assure
maintenance.
B. In residential developments, private streets, including the apron or driveway approach entering the City
right-of-way shall be maintained and repaired when needed by the homeowners within the development.
C. Provision is made for the streets to be open at all times for emergency and public service vehicles.
D. The private streets will not obstruct public street circulation.
ii. Construction Requirements. Private streets shall conform to public works construction standards, except
where specifically exempted in this section. Concrete crosswalks, per the City of Redmond Standard Details,
are required across all private streets intersecting minor or principal arterials.
iii. Acceptance as Public Streets. The acceptance of private streets as public streets shall be per adopted
procedures. The public street standards contained herein shall apply in consideration of such acceptance.
Table 1. Arterials.
Arterial Street (1)
Classification

Principal

Minor

Collector

Corridor Width (Right-ofWay)

100 feet

84 feet

60 feet

Easement (2)

10 feet/Adjacent to ROW

10 feet/Adjacent to ROW

10 feet/Adjacent
to ROW

Pavement Width (Curb to
Curb)

48 feet – 60 feet 4 through 44 feet – 56 feet 4 through lanes with 12 feet
lanes with 12 feet center
center turn lane where required
turn lane where required

36 feet – 40 feet 2
through lanes with
center turn lane
and parking where
required

Maximum number of
general purpose
travel lanes in each
direction

2

2

1

Mid-block lane width

11-12 feet

10.5-11 feet

10.5-11 feet
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Table 1. Arterials.
Arterial Street (1)
Classification

Principal

Minor

Collector

Maximum Grade (percent) (3,4)
Flat

4

6

7

Rolling

6

7

10

Mountainous

8

9

12

Type of Concrete Curb

Vertical Type A-1

Vertical Type A-1

Vertical Type A-1

Sidewalk, Concrete (5)
Urban Centers

8-foot minimum both
8-foot minimum, both sides with widths as great
sides with widths as great as 12-16 feet in retail areas. See RZC 21.10.150,
as 12-16 feet in retail
21.12.150, and 21.12.200.
areas. See RZC 21.10.150,
21.12.150, and 21.12.200.

8-foot minimum,
both sides with
widths as great as
12-16 feet in retail
areas. See RZC
21.10.150,
21.12.150, and
21.12.200.

Pedestrian Priority Zones
Outside Urban Centers (6)

8-foot minimum both
sides

8-foot minimum both sides

8-foot minimum
both sides

Rest of City

6-foot minimum both
sides of street

6-foot minimum both sides of street

6-foot minimum
both sides of
street

Maximum
75 feet
Pedestrian Crossing Length
On-Street Parking (7)

Allowed in urban centers.
Not allowed elsewhere.

Allowed in urban centers. Not allowed elsewhere. Allowed

Bicycle Facilities

See Redmond Transportation Master Plan for bike lane plan.

Furnishing Zone/Landscape Strip
Urban Centers

Varies. See RZC 21.10.150, Varies. See RZC 21.10.150, 21.12.150, and
21.12.150, and 21.12.200 21.12.200

Varies. See RZC
21.10.150,
21.12.150, and
21.12.200

Pedestrian Priority Zones
outside Urban Centers (5)

5-foot minimum both
sides

5-foot minimum both sides

5-foot minimum
both sides

Rest of City

5-foot minimum both
sides

5-foot minimum both sides

5-foot minimum
both sides

Notes:
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Table 1. Arterials.
Arterial Street (1)
Classification

Principal

Minor

Collector

1. Variations may be required to accommodate unusual and/or topographic conditions. Specific corridor designs may
supersede these standards.
2. Easements accommodate the sidewalk and can be used to accommodate utilities.
3. Flat – Typical cross slopes from zero percent to eight percent. Rolling – Typical cross slopes from nine percent to 15 percent.
Mountainous – Typical cross slopes over 15 percent.
4. Maximum grade may be exceeded for short distances provided no practical alternative exists and subject to approval by the
Director of Public Works.
5. RZC 21.10.150, Pedestrian System shall govern in the downtown.
6. See Transportation Master Plan Chapter 4-3 Pedestrian System Plan.
7. Where allowed, on-street parking may be required at the City's discretion.
Table 2. Local Streets.
Classification

Connector Streets

Local Access Streets
Single-Family Residential

Multifamily Residential

Nonresidential

Private

Public

Private

Public

Dwelling
Units/Lots

5–9

5–9

Corridor Width 60 feet right-of-way

35 feet
44 feet
50 feet
35 feet
50 feet (1)
60 feet rightingress/egress right-of-way right-of-way ingress/egress right-of-way of-way
tract
tract

Easement (7)

10 feet/adjacent to
ROW

None

Pavement
Width

36-40 feet 2 through 28 feet (9)
lanes with center
turn lane and
parking where
required

Maximum
number of
general
purpose travel
lanes in each
direction

1

1

Mid-block lane
width

10-10.5 feet

10 feet

Public

10 or more

10 feet –
10 feet –
None
Adjacent to Adjacent to
ROW
ROW

10 feet –
10 feet –
Adjacent to Adjacent to
ROW
ROW

28 feet

28 feet

28 feet

28 feet (9)

44 feet thru
route 36–40
feet side
streets

Maximum Grade (percent) (4,5)
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Table 1. Arterials.
Arterial Street (1)
Classification

Principal

Minor

Collector

Flat

7

8

8

8

8

8

8

Rolling

10

10

12 (6)

12 (6)

10

12 (6)

12 (6)

Mountainous

12

10

15 (3,6)

15 (3,6)

10

15 (3,6)

15 (3,6)

Type of Curb
(8)

Vertical Type A-1

Asphalt
Thickened
Edge or
Concrete
Shiner or
Vertical Type
A-1

Vertical
Type A-1

Vertical
Type A-1

Asphalt
Thickened
Edge or
Concrete
Shiner or
Vertical Type
A-1

Vertical
Type A-1

Vertical Type
A-1

Sidewalk,
Concrete

In Urban Centers, 8foot minimum both
sides with widths as
great as 12-16 feet
in retail areas. See
RZC 21.10.150,
21.12.150, and
21.12.200.

One Side (10),
5-foot
minimum for
detached
sidewalks, 6foot minimum
back of curb

One Side
(10), 5-foot
minimum
for
detached
sidewalks,
6-foot
minimum
back of
curb

Both Sides,
5-foot
minimum
for
detached
sidewalks,
6-foot
minimum
back of
curb

One Side (10),
5-foot
minimum for
detached
sidewalks, 6foot minimum
back of curb

Both Sides,
5-foot
minimum
for
detached
sidewalks,
6-foot
minimum
back of
curb

Both Sides, 5foot minimum
for detached
sidewalks, 6foot minimum
back of curb

One Side

One Side

One Side

One Side
Only (2)

One Side

None

In Pedestrian Priority
Zones (11) outside
of Urban Centers, 8foot minimum both
sides
Rest of City, 6-foot
minimum or 5-foot
minimum with
furnishing zone;
both sides of street
Parking
Permitted

Allowed, may be
required at City's
discretion

Bicycle
Facilities

See Redmond Transportation Master Plan,Bicycle System Plan

Landscape
In Urban Centers,
Strip/Furnishing Varies. See RZC
Zone
21.10.150,
21.12.150, and
21.12.200

None

In Pedestrian Priority
Zones (11) outside
of Urban Centers, 5foot minimum both
sides

5-foot
minimum
landscape
strip both
sides,
located
between
roadway
and
sidewalk

5-foot
minimum
landscape
strip both
sides,
located
between
roadway
and
sidewalk

None

5-foot
minimum
landscape
strip both
sides,
located
between
roadway
and
sidewalk

None
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Table 1. Arterials.
Arterial Street (1)
Classification

Principal

Minor

Collector

Rest of City, Option
1: 5-foot minimum
with 5-foot sidewalk
or Option 2: no
furnishing zone with
6-foot or wider
sidewalk
Notes:
1. For less than 10 dwelling units, one may follow the single-family residential public guidelines with 44 feet of right-of-way.
2. RZC 21.40.010.E, Design Requirements for Parking Facilities, would be used in conjunction with this guideline.
3. Maximum grade may be exceeded subject to approval by the Director of Public Works. Such approval shall be conditional
upon the following:
a. No practical alternative exists.
b. Any grade over 15 percent up to a maximum of 20 percent shall extend no further than 600 feet without being interrupted
by an intersection or landing with eight feet difference in elevation over a distance of 100 feet.
4. On private streets the grade shall not exceed 10 percent unless authorized by the Redmond Fire Department.
5. See Table 1 for definitions of terrain.
6. Where grade exceeds 10 percent on an emergency vehicle access road, mitigation shall be required per RMC
15.06.013(17).
7. Easements accommodate the sidewalk and can be used to accommodate utilities.
8. Rolled curb alternative may be approved in some existing areas or in use with vertical curb transition.
9. Minimum 20-foot unobstructed driving surface is acceptable as long as the number of on-street parking stalls can be
provided in alternate locations on site based on the standard 8-foot parking lane on one side. These parking stalls should be
in addition to the minimum parking requirements per the project. Please note that additional pavement width may be subject
to require due to the utilities spacing requirements.
10. Sidewalks shall be installed on the same side of the development with the first half-street improvements.
11. See Transportation Master Plan Chapter 4-3 Pedestrian System Plan.
Table 3. Rustic Street Standards for NE Rose Hill Neighborhood Subarea
These rustic streets shall be characterized by: narrow street widths designed to serve local access needs and to reduce the
amount of impervious surface; pedestrian walkways; and street edges that incorporate landscaped drainage swales. The
landscaped drainage swales shall be designed at a minimum to convey stormwater, improve stormwater quality and provide a
natural-looking and informal landscaped edge that separates walkways from vehicle lanes. The following standards for new
and improved streets in the NE Rose Hill Subarea implement Redmond's Comprehensive Plan policies N-WR-H-11 and H-12,
found in the Willows/Rose Hill Neighborhood Plan.
Local Access Street Improvements: Residential Single-Family
Street Classification

Private

Public

Public
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Table 1. Arterials.
Arterial Street (1)
Classification

Principal

Minor

Collector

Dwelling units/lots served
by street

5–9

5–9

10 or more lots

Corridor Width

41-46 foot ingress/egress
tract

46-foot right-of-way

53-foot right-of-way (28 feet pavement
width)
55-foot right-of-way (30 feet pavement
width) for NE 100th Street, NE 104th
Street, and 138th Avenue NE south of NE
100th Street

Pavement Width (Edge to
Edge) (4)

26 feet without parking

26 feet without parking

28 feet or,

31 feet with parking

31 feet with parking

30 feet for NE 100th Street, NE 104th
Street and 138th Avenue NE south of NE
100th Street

Easement Width (5)

None

10 feet adjacent to right- 10 feet adjacent to right-of-way
of-way

Maximum Grade
Percentage

10

10

10

Type of Pavement
Edge (included as part of
total pavement width)

3 feet wide, thickened edge
or flat on each side printed
asphalt, scored concrete, or
concrete shiner

3 feet wide, thickened
edge or flat on each
side, scored concrete or
concrete shiner

3 feet wide, thickened edge or flat on
each side, scored concrete or concrete
shiner

Sidewalk, concrete 5-footwide minimum

One side; separated from
One side; separated
vehicle lanes by street edge from vehicle lanes by
treatment
street edge treatment

Both sides; separated from vehicle lanes
by street edge treatment

Parking, 8-feet-wide (1,4)

One side; interspersed with One side; interspersed
landscaping, opposite side with landscaping,
from sidewalk
opposite from sidewalk

Either side

Bicycle Lanes

None

None

None

Street edge treatment
required (3,4)

Landscape strip minimum
width 5 feet both sides

Landscape strip
minimum width 5
feet both sides

Minimum landscaped drainage swale
width 10 feet required one side. Other
side may be landscape strip minimum
width 5 feet

Notes:
1. Parking will be located intermittently between the landscaped areas. Parking may be parallel, angled or 90 degree
depending on site conditions. The Fire Marshal may allow variation in signage type and allow fewer signs (spacing
requirements) that restrict parking in fire lanes.
2. Reserved.
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Table 1. Arterials.
Arterial Street (1)
Classification

Principal

Minor

Collector

3. Minimum bottom width of swale shall be two feet. Minimum swale depth shall be one foot. Slopes steeper than 2H:1V ratio
may only be allowed per approval by the Public Works Director. See RZC 21.08.180 for additional requirements for swales in
the Willows/ Rose Hill neighborhood.
4. See Standard Details DG-13 through DG-16.
5. Easements are intended to accommodate utilities and maintenance.
6. The Rustic Street specifications are minimums, alternatives that expand the design or include intermittent curbing may be
approved by the Director of Public Works.

3. Street Layout. Street layout shall provide for the following:
a. Local access streets shall be designed to discourage through traffic and high speeds.
b. Provide access to adjoining undeveloped property, where necessary.
c. Right-of-way placement shall be planned to minimize grading and destruction of natural features.
d. Rights-of-way shall not be located in areas where geologic or soil conditions may cause a threat to public
safety or pose a continuing excessive liability to the City.
e. Walkways and trails shall be provided to maximize the potential for pedestrian circulation within a
development and to adjacent areas.
f. Where it is applicable, temporary turnaround shall be provided on half streets and future street
extensions.
g. All power and telecommunication facilities utilities shall be placed underground in accordance with RZC
21.17.020, Electrical Equipment and Wiring.
h. Required Access to Developments. Where more than 100 units are designed in a residential
development, either single-family, multifamily, retirement or similar, there shall be a minimum of two access
points to the street system. Such access points shall be located so as to provide for circulation, alternate
emergency vehicle access routes, through access, and general area transportation design considerations.
i. Divided Streets or Streets with Median Strips. Where due to topographic, engineering, or design
considerations a divided local access street is used, the following criteria shall apply:
i. The length of the divided local access street shall not exceed 150 feet.
ii. Each side of the divided street shall not be narrower than 14 feet. If one or both sides of the divided
access are within 50 feet of an adjacent building or otherwise deemed necessary for firefighting purposes,
then the minimum unobstructed width per applicable side is 20 feet.
iii. Where a lane is within 100 feet of any structure and where the Fire Chief determines there is a possibility
of fire lane obstruction, fire lanes shall be marked per Redmond Fire Department standards.
iv. Such divided local access streets shall not compromise turning radii of emergency vehicles especially at
intersections.
4. Pedestrian Crossings. The distance between marked crossings or stop-controlled intersections on new or
reconstructed streets (as defined by the Washington State Department of Transportation Local Agencies
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Guidelines Manual) shall not exceed 1/10 mile (528 feet) in the urban centers, or 1/4 mile (1,320 feet)
outside the urban centers and pedestrian priority zones as defined in the Transportation Master Plan unless
safety, traffic conditions, or site constraints preclude a crossing as determined by the Traffic Operations
Safety and Engineering Division.

Recommendation
21.52.030. G. Right-of-Way and/or Easement Dedication. Where a planned street right-of-way or roadway,
sidewalk, slope, or utility easement, as indicated by RZC 21.52.030.D, Street Plan, or as is necessary to complete a
public City street, lies within a proposed development, the fee owner of the property shall be required to dedicate
the right-of-way to the City as a condition of approval under RZC Chapter 21.76, Review Procedures.
1. Prior to acceptance of the right-of-way and/or easement by the City, the fee owner will be required to
remove or subordinate any existing private easements or rights that encumber the property to be dedicated,
and shall be required to remove any underground, at the surface, and in the airspace encroachments on such
easements or rights-of-way. The City of Redmond Standards Specifications DG 18 through DG 20 provide
specific design guidance regarding ROW encroachment requirements.
2. The Technical Committee shall serve as the decision-making body regarding the City’s acceptance of
right-of-way that is encumbered, if the City in its sole determination finds that the easement or other right will
not interfere with the City’s long-term operation of the right-of-way for transportation, pedestrian mobility
including the needs of the physically disabled, utility, or other customary right-of-way purposes.

21.52.050.C. Location. Sidewalks, bike lanes, multiuse paths, and trails shall be provided in public rights-of-way
or easements across private property that guarantee public access after consideration of the following factors:
1. Compliance with the Redmond Comprehensive Plan;
2. Need to improve access to public facilities;
3. Need to connect a development with trails;
4. Need for access between developments;
5. Compliance with the standards of RZC 21.52.030, Street and Access Standards;
6. Need for sidewalks on one or both sides of a street;
7. Compliance with RZC Appendix 2, Construction Specification and Design Standards for Streets and
Access; and
8. Compliance with RZC 21.10, Downtown Regulations; RZC 21.12, Overlake Regulations; and RZC 21.08,
Residential Regulations. ; and
9. Provision and long-term maintenance of pedestrian mobility including the needs of the physically
disabled.
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21.62.020.H. Pedestrian and Bicycle Circulation.
f. Provide for and maintain circulation and connections meeting the access needs of the physically
challenged disabled as required by the International Building Code and International Residential Code
adopted by the State Building Code Council and the City of Redmond.
g. Encourage pedestrian use and movement by providing walkways. Design efficient pedestrian walkways
by:
i. Reducing walkway distances and providing short cuts;
ii. Eliminating pedestrian barriers and obstacles, such as providing steps and ramps across retaining
walls and slopes where possible and prohibiting vehicular overhangs from driveways within the right of
way and sidewalk or within easements granted to the City for pedestrian mobility, to allow for pedestrian
movement throughout the site. (Gates shall be provided to breech fences if they impede pedestrian
movement to shopping, transit, and other common activities.) Pedestrian access shall be clearly marked
through design treatments, such as colored and textured walks, speed table driveway crossings, etc.;
iii. Assuring continuity of walkways;
iv. Providing protection from wind and rain, especially at main building entrances and over public
walkways;
v. Providing adequate lighting in accordance with the lighting standards in the Redmond Zoning Code
where nighttime use exists or is encouraged;
vi. Using walkway surfaces which are comfortable to walk on and durable; and
vii. Providing safe and convenient access to bike parking.
h. Existing paths should be recognized and improved to ensure connection to and through sites and access
to parks and open space.
i. Pedestrian circulation plans should typically incorporate the following techniques to increase the safety of
pedestrians:
i. Avoid sharp “blind” corners, especially on stairways and corridors where potential assailants can
predict movement.
ii. Avoid sudden changes in grade that reduce sight lines on pathways.
iii. Design openings in barriers along pathways to allow sight lines into adjacent property.
iv. Consider installing convex security mirrors where sight lines are impeded along pathways.
v. Avoid situations where pedestrians cannot see activity on the far side or where alternative paths are
not available.
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vi. Confirm the provision of adequate driveway length to avoid encumbering pedestrian mobility such as
caused by vehicular overhangs within the right of way and sidewalk and/or easements granted to the City
for public pedestrian mobility.

Appendix 2.A. Streets
Table 1. Arterials.
Arterial Street (1)
Classification

Principal

Minor

Collector

Corridor Width (Right-ofWay)

100 feet

84 feet

60 feet

Easement (2)

10 feet/Adjacent to ROW

10 feet/Adjacent to ROW

10 feet/Adjacent
to ROW

Pavement Width (Curb to
Curb)

48 feet – 60 feet 4 through 44 feet – 56 feet 4 through lanes with 12 feet
lanes with 12 feet center
center turn lane where required
turn lane where required

36 feet – 40 feet 2
through lanes with
center turn lane
and parking where
required

Maximum number of
general purpose
travel lanes in each
direction

2

2

1

Mid-block lane width

11-12 feet

10.5-11 feet

10.5-11 feet

Maximum Grade (percent) (3,4)
Flat

4

6

7

Rolling

6

7

10

Mountainous

8

9

12

Type of Concrete Curb

Vertical Type A-1

Vertical Type A-1

Vertical Type A-1

Sidewalk, Concrete (5)
Urban Centers

8-foot minimum both
8-foot minimum, both sides with widths as great
sides with widths as great as 12-16 feet in retail areas. See RZC 21.10.150,
as 12-16 feet in retail
21.12.150, and 21.12.200.
areas. See RZC 21.10.150,
21.12.150, and 21.12.200.

8-foot minimum,
both sides with
widths as great as
12-16 feet in retail
areas. See RZC
21.10.150,
21.12.150, and
21.12.200.

Pedestrian Priority Zones
Outside Urban Centers (6)

8-foot minimum both
sides

8-foot minimum
both sides

8-foot minimum both sides
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Table 1. Arterials.
Arterial Street (1)
Classification

Principal

Minor

Collector

Rest of City

6-foot minimum both
sides of street

6-foot minimum both sides of street

6-foot minimum
both sides of
street

Maximum
75 feet
Pedestrian Crossing Length
On-Street Parking (7)

Allowed in urban centers.
Not allowed elsewhere.

Allowed in urban centers. Not allowed elsewhere. Allowed

Bicycle Facilities

See Redmond Transportation Master Plan for bike lane plan.

Furnishing Zone/Landscape Strip
Urban Centers

Varies. See RZC 21.10.150, Varies. See RZC 21.10.150, 21.12.150, and
21.12.150, and 21.12.200 21.12.200

Varies. See RZC
21.10.150,
21.12.150, and
21.12.200

Pedestrian Priority Zones
outside Urban Centers (5)

5-foot minimum both
sides

5-foot minimum both sides

5-foot minimum
both sides

Rest of City

5-foot minimum both
sides

5-foot minimum both sides

5-foot minimum
both sides

Notes:
1. Variations may be required to accommodate unusual and/or topographic conditions. Specific corridor designs may
supersede these standards.
2. Easements accommodate the sidewalk and can be used to accommodate utilities, to the extent that pedestrian mobility
including the needs of the physically disabled is maintained and that vehicular overhangs from driveways into the right of way
or sidewalk and/or easements granted to the City for public pedestrian mobility are avoided.
3. Flat – Typical cross slopes from zero percent to eight percent. Rolling – Typical cross slopes from nine percent to 15 percent.
Mountainous – Typical cross slopes over 15 percent.
4. Maximum grade may be exceeded for short distances provided no practical alternative exists and subject to approval by the
Director of Public Works.
5. RZC 21.10.150, Pedestrian System shall govern in the downtown.
6. See Transportation Master Plan Chapter 4-3 Pedestrian System Plan.
7. Where allowed, on-street parking may be required at the City's discretion.
Table 2. Local Streets.
Classification

Connector Streets

Local Access Streets
Single-Family Residential

Multifamily Residential

Nonresidential

Private

Private

Public

Public

Public
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Table 1. Arterials.
Arterial Street (1)
Classification

Principal

Minor
5–9

Collector

Dwelling
Units/Lots

5–9

10 or more

Corridor Width 60 feet right-of-way

35 feet
44 feet
50 feet
35 feet
50 feet (1)
60 feet rightingress/egress right-of-way right-of-way ingress/egress right-of-way of-way
tract
tract

Easement (7)

10 feet/adjacent to
ROW

None

Pavement
Width

36-40 feet 2 through 28 feet (9)
lanes with center
turn lane and
parking where
required

Maximum
number of
general
purpose travel
lanes in each
direction

1

1

Mid-block lane
width

10-10.5 feet

10 feet

10 feet –
10 feet –
None
Adjacent to Adjacent to
ROW
ROW

10 feet –
10 feet –
Adjacent to Adjacent to
ROW
ROW

28 feet

28 feet

28 feet (9)

28 feet

44 feet thru
route 36–40
feet side
streets

Maximum Grade (percent) (4,5)
Flat

7

8

8

8

8

8

8

Rolling

10

10

12 (6)

12 (6)

10

12 (6)

12 (6)

Mountainous

12

10

15 (3,6)

15 (3,6)

10

15 (3,6)

15 (3,6)

Type of Curb
(8)

Vertical Type A-1

Asphalt
Thickened
Edge or
Concrete
Shiner or
Vertical Type
A-1

Vertical
Type A-1

Vertical
Type A-1

Asphalt
Thickened
Edge or
Concrete
Shiner or
Vertical Type
A-1

Vertical
Type A-1

Vertical Type
A-1

Sidewalk,
Concrete

In Urban Centers, 8foot minimum both
sides with widths as
great as 12-16 feet
in retail areas. See
RZC 21.10.150,
21.12.150, and
21.12.200.

One Side (10),
5-foot
minimum for
detached
sidewalks, 6foot minimum
back of curb

One Side
(10), 5-foot
minimum
for
detached
sidewalks,
6-foot
minimum

Both Sides,
5-foot
minimum
for
detached
sidewalks,
6-foot
minimum

One Side (10),
5-foot
minimum for
detached
sidewalks, 6foot minimum
back of curb

Both Sides,
5-foot
minimum
for
detached
sidewalks,
6-foot
minimum

Both Sides, 5foot minimum
for detached
sidewalks, 6foot minimum
back of curb
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Table 1. Arterials.
Arterial Street (1)
Classification

Principal

Minor

In Pedestrian Priority
Zones (11) outside
of Urban Centers, 8foot minimum both
sides

Collector

back of
curb

back of
curb

One Side

One Side

back of
curb

Rest of City, 6-foot
minimum or 5-foot
minimum with
furnishing zone;
both sides of street
Parking
Permitted

Allowed, may be
required at City's
discretion

One Side

One Side
Only (2)

One Side

Bicycle
Facilities

See Redmond Transportation Master Plan,Bicycle System Plan

Landscape
In Urban Centers,
Strip/Furnishing Varies. See RZC
21.10.150,
Zone
21.12.150, and
21.12.200

None

In Pedestrian Priority
Zones (11) outside
of Urban Centers, 5foot minimum both
sides

5-foot
minimum
landscape
strip both
sides,
located
between
roadway
and
sidewalk

5-foot
minimum
landscape
strip both
sides,
located
between
roadway
and
sidewalk

None

5-foot
minimum
landscape
strip both
sides,
located
between
roadway
and
sidewalk

None

None

Rest of City, Option
1: 5-foot minimum
with 5-foot sidewalk
or Option 2: no
furnishing zone with
6-foot or wider
sidewalk
Notes:
1. For less than 10 dwelling units, one may follow the single-family residential public guidelines with 44 feet of right-of-way.
2. RZC 21.40.010.E, Design Requirements for Parking Facilities, would be used in conjunction with this guideline.
3. Maximum grade may be exceeded subject to approval by the Director of Public Works. Such approval shall be conditional
upon the following:
a. No practical alternative exists.
b. Any grade over 15 percent up to a maximum of 20 percent shall extend no further than 600 feet without being interrupted
by an intersection or landing with eight feet difference in elevation over a distance of 100 feet.
4. On private streets the grade shall not exceed 10 percent unless authorized by the Redmond Fire Department.
5. See Table 1 for definitions of terrain.
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Table 1. Arterials.
Arterial Street (1)
Classification

Principal

Minor

Collector

6. Where grade exceeds 10 percent on an emergency vehicle access road, mitigation shall be required per RMC
15.06.013(17).
7. Easements accommodate the sidewalk and can be used to accommodate utilities, to the extent that pedestrian mobility
including the needs of the physically disabled is maintained and that vehicular overhangs from driveways into the right of way
or sidewalk and/or easements granted to the City for public pedestrian mobility are avoided.
8. Rolled curb alternative may be approved in some existing areas or in use with vertical curb transition.
9. Minimum 20-foot unobstructed driving surface is acceptable as long as the number of on-street parking stalls can be
provided in alternate locations on site based on the standard 8-foot parking lane on one side. These parking stalls should be
in addition to the minimum parking requirements per the project. Please note that additional pavement width may be subject
to require due to the utilities spacing requirements.
10. Sidewalks shall be installed on the same side of the development with the first half-street improvements.
11. See Transportation Master Plan Chapter 4-3 Pedestrian System Plan.
Table 3. Rustic Street Standards for NE Rose Hill Neighborhood Subarea
These rustic streets shall be characterized by: narrow street widths designed to serve local access needs and to reduce the
amount of impervious surface; pedestrian walkways; and street edges that incorporate landscaped drainage swales. The
landscaped drainage swales shall be designed at a minimum to convey stormwater, improve stormwater quality and provide a
natural-looking and informal landscaped edge that separates walkways from vehicle lanes. The following standards for new
and improved streets in the NE Rose Hill Subarea implement Redmond's Comprehensive Plan policies N-WR-H-11 and H-12,
found in the Willows/Rose Hill Neighborhood Plan.
Local Access Street Improvements: Residential Single-Family
Street Classification

Private

Public

Public

Dwelling units/lots served
by street

5–9

5–9

10 or more lots

Corridor Width

41-46 foot ingress/egress
tract

46-foot right-of-way

53-foot right-of-way (28 feet pavement
width)
55-foot right-of-way (30 feet pavement
width) for NE 100th Street, NE 104th
Street, and 138th Avenue NE south of NE
100th Street

Pavement Width (Edge to
Edge) (4)

26 feet without parking

26 feet without parking

28 feet or,

31 feet with parking

31 feet with parking

30 feet for NE 100th Street, NE 104th
Street and 138th Avenue NE south of NE
100th Street

Easement Width (5)

None

10 feet adjacent to right- 10 feet adjacent to right-of-way
of-way

Maximum Grade
Percentage

10

10

10
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Table 1. Arterials.
Arterial Street (1)
Classification

Principal

Minor
3 feet wide, thickened
edge or flat on each
side, scored concrete or
concrete shiner

Collector

Type of Pavement
Edge (included as part of
total pavement width)

3 feet wide, thickened edge
or flat on each side printed
asphalt, scored concrete, or
concrete shiner

3 feet wide, thickened edge or flat on
each side, scored concrete or concrete
shiner

Sidewalk, concrete 5-footwide minimum

One side; separated from
One side; separated
vehicle lanes by street edge from vehicle lanes by
treatment
street edge treatment

Both sides; separated from vehicle lanes
by street edge treatment

Parking, 8-feet-wide (1,4)

One side; interspersed with One side; interspersed
landscaping, opposite side with landscaping,
from sidewalk
opposite from sidewalk

Either side

Bicycle Lanes

None

None

None

Street edge treatment
required (3,4)

Landscape strip minimum
width 5 feet both sides

Landscape strip
minimum width 5
feet both sides

Minimum landscaped drainage swale
width 10 feet required one side. Other
side may be landscape strip minimum
width 5 feet

Notes:
1. Parking will be located intermittently between the landscaped areas. Parking may be parallel, angled or 90 degree
depending on site conditions. The Fire Marshal may allow variation in signage type and allow fewer signs (spacing
requirements) that restrict parking in fire lanes.
2. Reserved.
3. Minimum bottom width of swale shall be two feet. Minimum swale depth shall be one foot. Slopes steeper than 2H:1V ratio
may only be allowed per approval by the Public Works Director. See RZC 21.08.180 for additional requirements for swales in
the Willows/ Rose Hill neighborhood.
4. See Standard Details DG-13 through DG-16.
5. Easements are intended to accommodate utilities and maintenance, to the extent that pedestrian mobility including the
needs of the physically disabled is maintained and that vehicular overhangs from driveways into the right of way or sidewalk
and/or easements granted to the City for public pedestrian mobility are avoided.
6. The Rustic Street specifications are minimums, alternatives that expand the design or include intermittent curbing may be
approved by the Director of Public Works.

Staff Contact
•
•

David Lee
Kimberly Dietz
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Town Center (TWNC) Master Plan Code Clarification -- The following has been

revised, as indicated in blue, based on the Planning Commission’s review and
recommendation, issued on November 10, 2021.
Request Type

Clarification

Amendment to Current Code

21.10.050 Town Center (TWNC) Zone; 21.62.020 Downtown Design
Standards

Addition to Code

Rationale for Amendment
The Zoning Code for the Town Center (TWNC) zone was developed based on and including language of the
original Town Center master plan. Since that time, the agreement expired. In addition, development
regulations do not typically reflect agreements or verbiage of a site-specific master plan.

Benefits
The proposed amendment would restore the Town Center (TWNC) zone development regulations to their
foundational components, allowing for future development that represents the City’s vision, reflecting
present day development standards, and supporting City priorities including the Housing Action Plan and
Transit Oriented Development near future light rail stations.

Fiscal Benefits/Impacts
This amendment is anticipated to support the City’s vision toward a vibrant urban center in the Downtown
neighborhood and Town Center (TWNC) zone. Indirectly resulting from the proposed changes, the
Downtown might anticipate increased support for businesses in close proximity to housing, employment
areas, and the future light rail station located adjacent to the zoning district’s north boundary.

Amendment Supports City Plans and Priorities
•
•
•

Community Strategic Plan
Comprehensive Plan
Economic Development

Current Code Text
21.10.050

Town Center (TWNC) Zone.

A. Purpose. Town Center is one of the City’s primary gathering places. Its mix of shops and restaurants,
offices, hotel rooms and conference facilities, and eventually residences in the heart of the City is intended to
bring people together during the day and evening for planned or casual meetings. The design of the
buildings, street patterns, and public plazas are modern yet reflect the historic district in adjacent Old Town.
Improvements in walking connections between the two districts will help both areas thrive. The long-term
vision for Town Center is that it will continue to develop as a major gathering and entertainment place within
the community, that its trails will be connected to Marymoor Park by a grade-separated connection across SR
520, and that transit service to and from the center will provide a choice equal in attractiveness to
automobiles, walking, and biking. The design and development of this zone is controlled by a Master Plan
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established to ensure that development here integrates with and positively influences future redevelopment
of the greater downtown area, and retains traditional building styles, street patterns, variety of uses, and
public amenities.
B. Maximum Development Yield.
Table 21.10.050A
Maximum Development Yield
Allowed

Base

Height

Maximum

5 stories

Illustrations

6 stories

Lot Coverage 100 percent

Example of a 5-story building Example of 6-story building

100 percent

These are office building examples using Transfer Development Rights or Green Building Program to
achieve the maximum achievable floor area within the maximum allowed building height. Residential and
mixed-use residential developments may achieve similar results. Residential and mixed-use residential
developments may have similar height, but volume will differ due to setback and open space requirements.
C. Regulations Common to All Uses.
Table 21.10.050B
Regulations Common to All Uses
Regulation

Standard

Notes and Exceptions

Front Setback (distance from back of curb)
Front and

See RZC 21.10.150.

side street

Map 10.4, Town Center regulated by the Downtown Pedestrian System

(commercial

Pedestrian System

use)

A. Setbacks along Downtown streets are
which specifies street frontage standards
between the street curb and the face of
buildings, depending on site location.
B. All new development shall comply with the
adopted Town Center Master Plan and Design
Guidelines.

Setback Line (distance from property line)
Side
Commercial

0 feet

All new development shall comply with the
adopted Town Center Master Plan and Design
Guidelines.
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Table 21.10.050B
Regulations Common to All Uses
Regulation
Rear

Standard
0 feet

Commercial

Notes and Exceptions
All new development shall comply with the
adopted Town Center Master Plan and Design
Guidelines.

Side

See RZC

Residential

21.10.130.D,Residential adopted Town Center Master Plan and Design

Rear

All new development shall comply with the

Setback Requirements

Guidelines.

10 feet

All new development shall comply with the

Residential

adopted Town Center Master Plan and Design
Guidelines.

Yard

14 feet

adjoining
BNSF ROW or
Parks
Other Standards
Minimum

n/a

Building
Height
Maximum

Varies

Mixed-Use area: four stories; hotel and

Building

conference center, full service – eight stories;

Height

other hotel - six stories. Office Park area: five

without TDRs

stories. Bear Creek Retail Area: three stories.

or GBP

Mixed-use residential or residential use in
Town Center: five stories outright. The
Technical Committee shall administratively
allow the height in the Mixed-Use overlay area
to be increased to six stories if the building
facade is recessed above the second floor and
building modulation is provided to mitigate
the bulk and mass from the additional height
allowance.

Maximum

Varies

One floor of additional height may be achieved

Building

with the use of Transfer Development Rights.

Height with

See RZC 21.10.160, Using Transfer

TDRs or GBP

Development Rights (TDRs), or through
compliance with RZC 21.67, Green Building
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Table 21.10.050B
Regulations Common to All Uses
Regulation

Standard

Notes and Exceptions
and Green Infrastructure Incentive Program
(GBP), except they may not be used to exceed
eight stories where eight stories is allowed
through bonus provisions.

Maximum

35 feet

A. This height limit is restricted to that portion

Height Within

of the building physically located within the

Shorelines

Shoreline Jurisdiction. (SMP)

(SMP)

B. The maximum height of structures, including
bridges, that support a regional light rail transit
system may be higher than 35 feet, but shall be
no higher than is reasonably necessary to
address the engineering, operational,
environmental, and regulatory issues at the
location of the structure. (SMP)

Maximum Lot Varies

Governed by the Downtown Element of the

Coverage

Comprehensive Plan and the Town Center
Master Plan and Design Guidelines.

Base FAR
Without TDRs

Varies

A minimum of 600,000 square feet of gross
leasable area shall be maintained as retail use.
The maximum gross leasable area of allowed
commercial space without TDRs is 1.49 million
square feet. The 1.49 million square feet limit
may be increased to a maximum of 1.80 million
square feet through the acquisition and use of
TDRs or the GBP, provided that TDRs or the
GBP may not be used to increase the height of
the hotel and conference center, full service,
above eight stories/100 feet, and that a
minimum of 140,000 square feet be reserved
for a hotel and conference center, full service.
The additional square footage allowed may be
used for infill retail and general service uses
that are part of mixed-use residential
developments or infill developments. Floor
area for residential uses is exempt from TDR
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Table 21.10.050B
Regulations Common to All Uses
Regulation

Standard

Notes and Exceptions
requirements and maximum commercial floor
area limitations.

Allowed

Depends on Lot Size

See RZC 21.10.130.B, Downtown Residential
Densities Chart.

Residential
Density
Drive-through n/a

Drive-through facilities are prohibited except
where expressly permitted in the Allowed Uses
and Basic Development Standards table
below.

21.62.020
Downtown Design Standards.
I. Town Center Zone.
1. Intent.
a. The Town Center zone consists of three subareas as shown and described below:
Figure 21.62.020S
Town Center Subareas

i. The Town Center Mixed-Use area design concept stresses a pedestrian-oriented, open air
complex that mirrors the existing Old Town transportation network and the architectural
character and scale of the historic portion of the Downtown neighborhood. Primary design
features for the Town Center Mixed-Use area include storefronts along roadways, curbside
parking, pedestrian plazas, and sidewalk designs that integrate into building architecture.
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Figure 21.62.020T
Town Center

ii. The Parkway Office area design concept features multilevel office buildings and an urban
gateway facing SR 520. Building height, location, and architectural character are intended to
create a strong urban perimeter and a varied urban texture connecting the site with the
Downtown.
Figure 21.62.020U
Town Center

iii. Bear Creek Retail area provides for auto-oriented retail tenants. The freestanding buildings
with surface parking are distinct from the other two areas. However, architectural character,
featured design elements, and pedestrian linkages incorporate a design commonality with the
rest of the site.
b. Gateway to Downtown. The Parkway Office area also functions as a gateway to the City from SR
520. Development in this area should complement the other components of this gateway,
Marymoor Park, and Bear Creek, by providing attractive, interesting urban activity. Development
should be consistent with the natural environment by minimizing glare, providing indirect lighting,
avoiding intense signage, and providing a soft edge where the urban and natural environments
meet.
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c. Downtown Integration. Connection to existing roads, including landscape treatment, road
surface, sidewalk size and placement, with respect to the existing grid system, streetscape, and
character consistent with current standards and regulations. Development in the design area shall
further City goals for the following subareas:
i. Leary Way. Leary Way between the Sammamish River and the BNSF right-of-way shall remain
as a “green gateway” to the City of Redmond.
ii. Northern Boundary – Leary Way to 164th Avenue NE. Building siting will maintain continuity of
building frontage in order to integrate new development with the Old Town zone.
iii. Northern Boundary – Leary Way to 170th Avenue NE.
A. This area should provide linkage capability between existing public roadways north of
BNSF right-of-way and private roadways south of same. These new alignments should
provide extension of the established visual corridors.
B. New connections on the site to existing north/south roads in this area should be
compatible with the character of the existing older improvements.
C. Retail buildings located at the northern edge of the site within the Town Center MixedUse area will establish functional and visual continuity with the Downtown. The character of
the new buildings will be compatible with older existing buildings.
iv. Bear Creek.
A. The edge along Bear Creek should be kept as a natural area, with uses limited to
passive activity and trail/pathway connections.
B. Signage in this area shall be limited to traffic, safety, and directional information, or be
consistent with the public recreational use of the area.
C. Structures consistent with and supporting passive use of this area may be allowed, and
should be kept to a minimum.
v. Sammamish River.
A. The edge along the Sammamish River shall serve as an extension of existing activity on
the Sammamish River Trail just north of this design area. Uses should include trail and
pathway activities.
B. Signage shall be limited to traffic, safety, and directional information or be consistent
with the public recreational use of the area.
C. Structures consistent with and supporting trail/pathway activities may be allowed, and
should be kept to a minimum.
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vi. BNSF Right-of-Way (ROW) – Pedestrian Crossings. Design and construct City-approved
architectural/urban design features, walkways, and landscaping on 164th Avenue NE and other
locations as determined to be necessary.
2. Design Criteria.
a. Architectural Guidelines.
i. Siting of Buildings. Buildings should be sited to enclose either a common space or provide
enclosure to the street. All designs should appear as an integrated part of an overall site plan.
Figure 21.62.020V
Town Center

A. Encourage varieties of shapes, angles, and reliefs in the upper stories of structures over
four stories.
B. Large buildings should avoid continuous, flat facades.
C. Avoid the use of false fronts.
D. The ground floor of buildings should provide pedestrian interest and activity. The use of
arcades, colonnades, or awnings to provide pedestrian protection is encouraged. Column
and bay spacing along street fronts should be provided no greater than 36 feet apart in
order to maintain a pedestrian-oriented scale and rhythm.
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Figure 21.62.020W
Town Center

E. Building design should utilize similar building material, colors, and scale of adjoining
Old Town.
F. Buildings and facades in the Town Center Mixed-Use area should be a combination of
brick, stucco-like finishes, smooth-finished concrete, and architectural metals. Building
facades in the Town Center Mixed-Use and Parkway Office areas should have a greater
proportion of voids (windows) than solids (blank walls) on pedestrian levels. Buildings and
facades in the Bear Creek retail area should be primarily masonry products with concrete
and architectural metals used for detailing if desired. In all design, there should be
emphasis upon the quality of detail and special form in window treatments, columns, eaves,
cornices, lighting, signing, etc.
G. Buildings and the spaces between them should provide easy and open access to the
external public areas or plazas.
H. The scale of all structures in relationship to other structures and spaces is important. The
scale should be two to three stories in the retail core. Some variation in heights contributes
to the variety and complexity of the environmental experience, and is encouraged.
I. The development of ground level viewpoints on each building level which take
advantage of solar access and views of the site’s open spaces is encouraged.
J. Storefront design and materials should be unique while integrating into the architectural
theme of the building facade of which they are a part.
ii. Building Entry. Orient building entrances to the street in a manner which provides easily
identifiable and accessible pedestrian entryways. Highlight building entrances through
landscape or architectural design features. Building entries should be designed in conjunction
with the landscape treatment of pedestrian ways in the parking areas that directly relate to the
entry.
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iii. Public Art. Encourage public art in public areas of the Town Center zone, particularly in and
around the Town Center Mixed-Use area.
iv. Building Orientation. Uses in the Town Center zone should be oriented externally as well as
internally (as is applicable) by using outward-facing building facades, malls, entrances, and
other design techniques.
A. Buildings in the Town Center Mixed-Use and Parkway Office areas should abut the
sidewalks on at least one side and orient the primary entrance, or entrances, toward the
street.
Figure 21.62.020X
Town Center Orientation to the Street

v. Building Colors and Materials. Building colors and materials shall be selected to integrate
with each other, other buildings in the Old Town zone, and other adjacent commercial areas,
while allowing a richness of architectural expression for the various buildings.
A. Buildings should be constructed of materials that minimize light reflection and glare.
B. Care should be taken to avoid clashing colors on individual buildings and between
adjacent buildings.
vi. Windows and Displays. Windows and display areas shall be located along pedestrian routes
to enhance the pedestrian experience.
A. Storefronts should be visually open wherever practical. Stores should use enough glass
so that the activity inside the store is obvious to the passerby. In all cases, merchandise
should be easily visible to pedestrians.
B. Windows shall be provided on the street level in the Town Center Mixed-Use buildings
rather than blank walls to encourage a visual and economic link between the business and
passing pedestrians. A minimum of 60 percent of ground floor facades facing streets in the
Town Center Mixed-Use area shall be in nonreflective, transparent glazing. Where windows
cannot be provided, artwork in window boxes may be used with site plan review approval.
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Figure 21.62.020Y
Town Center Outdoor Pedestrian Areas

vii. Future Development Pads. Future development pads shall be consistent with the design
standards and shall provide pedestrian-scale exterior features.
viii. Design Consistency. Each phase of the development shall be designed to be consistent
with, but not necessarily the same as, the balance of the project architecture, including
materials, colors, and general style.
ix. Pedestrian Features. Provide pedestrian-scale external features, including such items as
window and glass display cases, street furniture, and covered walkways.
x. Outdoor Pedestrian Areas. The outdoor pedestrian areas shall include special paving
treatments, landscaping, and seating areas.
A. Outdoor and ground floor areas shall be designed to encourage outdoor activities,
such as vendors, art displays, seating areas, outdoor cafes, abutting retail activities, and
other features of interest to pedestrians.
xi. Site Entrances. Entrances to Town Center development shall be emphasized with landscape
treatments to strongly indicate the pedestrian orientation of these areas.
A. Architectural/urban design treatment of 166th Avenue NE shall encourage pedestrian
circulation from the project to the Cleveland Street Retail area.
xii. Rooftops. Rooftops will be of a color that reduces glare and other types of visual impact on
the adjacent residentially developed hillsides.
b. Transportation Guidelines.
i. Vehicular.
A. Street Configurations.
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1. Streets that are above existing grade should be designed in a manner to reduce
visual impact of pavement area, such as using landscaping or berms.
2. Encourage alignment of all streets to minimize the removal of all existing significant,
healthy trees.
3. Streets shall not be wider than four travel lanes with the appropriate number of
lanes at intersections between the zone and areas targeted for integration with the
Downtown.
4. Vehicular circulation shall connect the various uses on the site to each other. Streets
shall be designed to enhance viability of the project components.
B. Parking – Surface.
1. Where possible, locate parking behind buildings and away from areas of high public
visibility. Landscape and screen surface parking areas visible to the public.
2. The size and location of parking areas should be minimized and related to the
group of buildings served.
3. Visual impact of surface parking areas should be minimized from the SR 520
corridor.
4. Landscaping should be provided to screen surface parking areas and provide
transition between the project and surrounding areas, particularly when viewed from SR
520, Leary Way, and adjacent hillsides.
Figure 21.62.020Z
Town Center Parking

5. Landscaped medians shall be provided where access and traffic allow.
6. Conflict between pedestrians and automobiles shall be minimized by designing
streets to provide well-defined pedestrian walkways and crosswalks that reduce vehicle
speeds.
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7. Design and locate parking areas in a manner that will break up large areas of
parking and encourage shared parking with existing Downtown uses.
8. Patrons of the retail center shall be allowed to use parking while patronizing other
businesses in the Downtown. No rules, signage, or penalties shall be enacted by Town
Center to preclude this parking allowance.
C. Parking – Structured. At least 50 percent of the parking provided for the entire site
should occur in parking structures. The ratio of minimum structured parking shall be
maintained for all phases of development of the Town Center Mixed-Use and the Parkway
Office areas.
ii. Pedestrian.
A. Linkages.
1. Link proposed development to walkways, trails, and bicycle systems in the
surrounding area by connecting and lining up directly to existing linkages, closing
gaps, and treating crossings of barriers, such as the railroad, Bear Creek Parkway, and
driveways, with special design treatment, minimizing barriers, designing with consistent
materials, widths and locations, and providing safe, easy, and clearly identifiable access
to and along the linkages. Safe, convenient, and attractive connections to Marymoor
Park, the Sammamish River Trail, and the Bear Creek Trail system should be provided.
2. The sidewalk system shall be emphasized with landscape treatments to provide
readily perceived pedestrian pathways through and around the Town Center zone.
B. Sidewalks.
1. When extending an existing sidewalk, the new walkway shall meet current standards
and regulations where there is sufficient right-of-way, and be constructed of a material
and dimension which are compatible with and improve upon the existing character.
2. Sidewalks shall meet similar standards to those of the approved pedestrian linkage
system.
3. Paving of sidewalks and pedestrian crossings should be constructed of a uniform
material that is compatible with the character of the zone. The private use of sidewalk
rights-of-way areas may be appropriate for seasonal cafe seating or special displays.
4. Encourage alignment of new sidewalks to minimize the removal of all existing
significant, healthy trees.
C. Arcades, Colonnades, and Canopies.
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1. Consistent treatment within a single area is also encouraged in order to provide a
strong identity of space.
2. Buildings should be designed to provide for weather and wind protection at the
ground level. Buildings fronting sidewalks shall provide pedestrian weather protection
by way of arcades, colonnades, or canopies a minimum of 48 inches in depth. The
elements should be complementary to the building’s design and design of contiguous
weather protection elements on adjoining buildings. Materials and design should
engender qualities of permanence and appeal.
3. Awnings or sunshades should be in keeping with the character of the building to
which they are attached. Materials should be durable, long lasting, and require low
maintenance. Back-lit awnings are discouraged.
D. Trails – Pedestrian. Special design treatment and appropriate safety features should be
designed for pedestrian trail crossings at public rights-of-way and at the BNSF right-of-way
tracks.
E. Trails – Bicycle. Facilities for parking and locking bicycles should be provided and be
readily accessible from bicycle trails.
F. Trails – Equestrian. Width of the trail should be adequate for two riders side by side in
order to avoid earth compaction and vegetation deterioration. Equestrian trails should
separate from pedestrian and bicycle trails.
G. Plazas/Pedestrian Malls. Plazas, pedestrian malls, and other amenity open spaces shall
be developed to promote outdoor activity and encourage pedestrian circulation between
the Town Center zone and the balance of the Downtown.
c. Landscape Guidelines.
i. Urban Landscape Treatment. Building entries, primary vehicular entries, and building
perimeters should be enhanced with landscaping which could include ornamental vines,
groundcovers, shrubs, or trees selected for their screening, canopy, spatial enclosure, and
seasonal variation.
ii. Site Furnishings. Benches, kiosks, signs, bollards, waste receptacles, street vending carts,
water fountains, lighting standards, perch walls, sidewalks, pathways, trails, and special water
features should be designed to be compatible elements of like materials and design.
iii. Perimeter Landscaping. Landscaping on the perimeter of the site will create a transition
between the project and the surrounding area.
iv. Landscaping on Streets. Landscaping on streets should be simplified to allow adequate
visibility from automobiles to businesses.
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v. Trees, Plants, and Flowers. The use of potted plants and flowers as well as street trees is
encouraged, but should not impede pedestrian traffic.
d. Open Space Guidelines.
i. Tree Retention and Open Space Landscaping. Preserve existing natural features, particularly
healthy mature trees and stream courses.
A. Preserve 100 percent of all trees within the 44 acres of public access open space as
identified in the Public Access Open Space Area Plan within the Redmond Town Center
Master Plan and Design Guidelines. This area includes the cluster of trees along the east
side of Leary Way for the purpose of preserving the corridor’s green gateway image and the
healthy trees along the Bear Creek and Sammamish River corridors. Trees that cannot be
retained due to approved street or utility construction shall be replaced with native nursery
stock of similar or like variety at a one-to-one ratio, with tree sizes in accordance with RZC
21.72.080, Tree Replacement, pursuant to a landscape plan approved in conjunction with
site plan review. Trees removed as a result of construction activities, which are intended to
be preserved, shall be replaced per RZC 21.72.080, Tree Replacement. Replacement trees
shall be located in the immediate vicinity as is practical.
Figure 21.62.020AA
Town Center Public Access Open Space

B. Minimize new grading in this area.
C. Install landscape screening between this open space area and adjacent parking areas.
D. Encourage passive recreation, including a walking trail, bicycle trail, seating and rest
areas, pedestrian lighting, and site furnishings. Provide pedestrian connections to the
Justice White House, Town Center Mixed-Use area, Marymoor Park, Sammamish River Trail
system, and other open space areas.
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E. The “soft edge” landscape treatment to the south of Town Center along Bear Creek shall
provide for a true transition between the natural, riparian area of the creek to the more
urban mixed-use retail area.
F. The informal nature of the west, south, and east portion of the site should be maintained
by retaining native materials and random planting of compatible plant materials consistent
with the Downtown neighborhood.
ii. Justice White House/Saturday Market. The areas around the Saturday Market and Justice
White House shall be retained as open space. Areas at the Justice White House should
encourage active and passive recreation. These areas should connect to other open spaces,
trails, and the mixed-use retail area.
iii. Sammamish River. Open space shall be retained along the Sammamish River. The open
space may be enhanced by:
A. Providing grade separation for trails at all appropriate and feasible locations;
B. Making connections to other open space zones;
C. An ongoing stormwater outflow monitoring program for private drainage systems. The
monitoring program shall consider specific contaminants which may likely be present in the
runoff and shall be revised periodically as appropriate.
iv. Bear Creek. Open space along Bear Creek shall be retained. The open space may be
enhanced by:
A. Encouraging passive recreation areas and activities, and discouraging active recreation.
B. All stormwater swales and recharge areas should be integrated with the natural
environment.
C. Protecting vegetation of the riparian habitat in this zone by limiting access to the creek
to designated access points.
D. Providing connections to Marymoor Park, the Sammamish River, other open spaces,
and Town Center.
E. Facilities within this area shall include a pedestrian pathway, bicycle path, equestrian trail
when required, passive water access area, seating, and site furnishings.
F. An ongoing stormwater outflow monitoring program for private drainage systems. The
monitoring program shall consider specific contaminants which may likely be present in the
runoff, and shall be revised periodically as appropriate.
v. Public Access Open Space. Public access open space should be retained, enhanced, and
made available for public use in this zone as shown in the Public Access Open Space Area Plan.
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A. At least 44 acres shall be preserved by easement to the City or controlled by other
methods that would permanently assure the open space to the City. This Downtown public
access open space shall serve as a visual amenity and passive recreation open space.
vi. Open Space Acreage. Public access open space as shown in the Public Access Open Space
Area Plan shall include a minimum of 44 acres. This will include natural areas inclusive of the
floodway, and the areas around the Justice White House and the Saturday Market.
e. Lighting Plan.
i. A lighting plan and program which encourages nighttime pedestrian movement between the
adjacent commercial areas, particularly Leary Way and 166th Avenue NE, shall be maintained.
ii. The height and design of street lighting should relate in scale to the pedestrian character of
the area. The design of the light standards and luminaries should enhance the design theme.

Recommendation

21.10.050

Town Center (TWNC) Zone.

Table 21.10.050B
Regulations Common to All Uses
Regulation

Base FAR Without TDRs

Standard

Varies

Notes and Exceptions

A minimum of 600,000 square feet of gross
leasable area shall be maintained as retail use.
The maximum gross leasable area of allowed
commercial space without TDRs is 1.49 million
square feet. The 1.49 million square feet limit
may be increased to a maximum of 1.80 million
square feet through the acquisition and use of
TDRs or the GBP, provided that TDRs or the
GBP may not be used to increase the height of
the hotel and conference center, full service,
above eight stories/100 feet, and that a
minimum of 140,000 square feet be reserved
for a hotel and conference center, full service.
The additional square footage allowed may be
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used for infill retail and general service uses
that are part of mixed-use residential
developments or infill developments. Floor
area for residential uses is exempt from TDR
requirements and maximum commercial floor
area limitations. The ground floor level shall
include a mix of pedestrian generatingoriented uses.

21.62.020

Downtown Design Standards.

I. Town Center Zone.
1. Intent.
a. The Town Center zone consists of three subareas as shown and described below:
Figure 21.62.020S
Town Center Subareas

a. The Town Center zone emphasizes a pedestrian-oriented and connected district that compliments the Old
Town district’s transportation network and provides a progressive architectural transition from historic
character of Old Town to the surrounding modern districts. Primary design features for the Town Center
zone include pedestrian generating-oriented uses along street frontages and sidewalk designs integrated
into building architecture.
i. The Town Center Mixed-Use area design concept stresses a pedestrian-oriented, open air complex that
mirrors the existing Old Town transportation network and the architectural character and scale of the historic
portion of the Downtown neighborhood. Primary design features for the Town Center Mixed-Use area
include storefronts along roadways, curbside parking, pedestrian plazas, and sidewalk designs that integrate
into building architecture.
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Figure 21.62.020T
Town Center

ii. The Parkway Office area design concept features multilevel office buildings and an urban gateway facing
SR 520. Building height, location, and architectural character are intended to create a strong urban
perimeter and a varied urban texture connecting the site with the Downtown.
Figure 21.62.020U
Town Center

iii. Bear Creek Retail area provides for auto-oriented retail tenants. The freestanding buildings with surface
parking are distinct from the other two areas. However, architectural character, featured design elements,
and pedestrian linkages incorporate a design commonality with the rest of the site.
b. Gateway to Downtown. The Parkway Office area also south portion of Town Center zone, adjacent to Bear
Creek Parkway, functions as a gateway to the City from SR 520. Development in this area should complement
the other components of this gateway, Marymoor Park, and Bear Creek, by providing attractive, interesting
urban activity. Development should be consistent with the natural environment by minimizing glare,
providing indirect lighting, avoiding intense signage, and providing a soft edge where the urban and natural
environments meet.
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c. Downtown Integration. Connection to existing roads, including landscape treatment, road surface,
sidewalk size and placement, with respect to the existing grid system, streetscape, and character consistent
with current standards and regulations. Development in the design area shall further City goals for the
following subareas:
i. Leary Way. Leary Way between the Sammamish River and the BNSF right-of-way shall remain as a “green
gateway” to the City of Redmond.
ii. Northern Boundary – Leary Way to 164th Avenue NE. Building siting will maintain continuity
of building frontage in order to integrate new development with the Old Town zone.
iii. Northern Boundary – Leary Way to 170th Avenue NE.
A. This area should provide linkage capability between existing public roadways north of BNSF right-ofway and private roadways south of same. These new alignments should provide extension of the established
visual corridors.
B. New connections on the site to existing north/south roads in this area should be compatible with the
character of the existing older improvements.
C. Retail buildings located at the northern edge of the site within the Town Center Mixed-Use area will
establish functional and visual continuity with the Downtown. The character of the new buildings will be
compatible with older existing buildings.
iv. Bear Creek.
A. The edge along Bear Creek should be kept as a natural area, with uses limited to passive activity and
trail/pathway connections.
B. Signage in this area shall be limited to traffic, safety, and directional information, or be consistent with the
public recreational use of the area.
C. Structures consistent with and supporting passive use of this area may be allowed, and should be kept to
a minimum.
v. Sammamish River.
A. The edge along the Sammamish River shall serve as an extension of existing activity on the Sammamish
River Trail just north of this design area. Uses should include trail and pathway activities.
B. Signage shall be limited to traffic, safety, and directional information or be consistent with the public
recreational use of the area.
C. Structures consistent with and supporting trail/pathway activities may be allowed, and should be kept to a
minimum.
vi. BNSF Right-of-Way (ROW) – Pedestrian Crossings. Design and construct City-approved
architectural/urban design features, walkways, and landscaping on 164th Avenue NE and other locations as
determined to be necessary.
2. Design Criteria.
a. Architectural Guidelines.
i. Siting of Buildings. Buildings should be sited to enclose either a common space or provide enclosure to
the street. All designs should appear as an integrated part of an overall site plan.
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Figure 21.62.020V
Town Center

A. Encourage varieties of shapes, angles, and reliefs in the upper stories of structures over four stories.
B. Large buildings should avoid continuous, flat facades.
C. Avoid the use of false fronts.
D. The ground floor of buildings should provide pedestrian interest and activity. The use of arcades,
colonnades, or awnings to provide pedestrian protection is encouraged. Column and bay spacing
along street fronts should be provided no greater than 36 feet apart in order to maintain a pedestrianoriented scale and rhythm.
Figure 21.62.020W
Town Center

E. Building design should utilize similar or complimentary building material, colors, and scale of adjoining
Old Town.
F. Buildings and facades in the Town Center Mixed-Use area should be a combination of brick, stucco-like
finishes, smooth-finished concrete, and architectural metals. Building facades in the Town Center MixedUse and The south portion of the zone, adjacent to Bear Creek Parkway, facing SR 520 and Bear Creek,
should prioritize glazing along the façade and limit blank walls along pedestrian levels. areas should have a
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greater proportion of voids (windows) than solids (blank walls) on pedestrian levels. Buildings and facades in
the Bear Creek retail area should be primarily masonry products with concrete and architectural metals used
for detailing if desired. All building designs should emphasize the quality of detail and special form in
window treatments, columns, eaves, cornices, lighting, signing, and other design elements.
G. Buildings and the spaces between them should provide easy and open access to the external public
areas or plazas.
H. The scale of all structures in relationship to other structures and spaces is important. The scale should be
two to three stories in the retail core. Some variation in heights contributes to the variety and complexity of
the environmental experience, and is encouraged.
I. The development of ground level viewpoints on each building level which take advantage of
solar access and views of the site’s open spaces is encouraged.
J. Storefront design and materials should be unique while integrating into the architectural theme of
the building facade of which they are a part.
ii. Building Entry. Orient building entrances to the street in a manner which provides easily identifiable and
accessible pedestrian entryways. Highlight building entrances through landscape or architectural design
features. Building entries should be designed in conjunction with the landscape treatment of pedestrian
ways in the parking areas that directly relate to the entry.
iii. Public Art. Encourage public art in public areas of the Town Center zone, particularly in and around the
Town Center Mixed-Use open space, gathering, and high traffic pedestrian areas.
iv. Building Orientation. Uses in the Town Center zone should be oriented externally as well as internally (as
is applicable) by using outward-facing building facades, malls, entrances, and other design techniques.
A. Buildings in the throughout Town Center Mixed-Use and Parkway Office areas should abut the sidewalks
or a street-facing public open space such as a plaza on at least one side and orient the primary entrance,
or entrances, toward the street.
Figure 21.62.020X
Town Center Orientation to the Street

v. Building Colors and Materials. Building colors and materials shall be selected to integrate with each other,
other buildings in the Old Town zone, and other adjacent commercial areas, while allowing a richness of
architectural expression for the various buildings.
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A. Buildings should be constructed of materials that minimize light reflection and glare.
B. Care should be taken to avoid clashing colors on individual buildings and between adjacent buildings.
vi. Windows and Displays. Windows and display areas shall be located along pedestrian routes to enhance
the pedestrian experience.
A. Storefronts should be visually open wherever practical. Stores should use enough glass so that the activity
inside the store is obvious to the passerby. In all cases, merchandise should be easily visible to pedestrians.
B. Windows shall be provided on the street level in the Town Center Mixed-Use buildings rather than blank
walls to encourage a visual and economic link between the business and passing pedestrians. A minimum of
60 percent of ground floor facades facing streets in the Town Center Mixed-Use area shall be in
nonreflective, transparent glazing. Where windows cannot be provided, artwork in window boxes may be
used with site plan review approval.
Figure 21.62.020Y
Town Center Outdoor Pedestrian Areas

vii. Future Development Pads. Future development pads shall be consistent with the design standards
and shall provide pedestrian-scale exterior features.
viii. Design Consistency. Each phase of the development and redevelopment of parcels throughout the
zone shall be designed to be consistent with, but not necessarily the same as, the balance of the project
architecture, including materials, colors, and general style.
ix. Pedestrian Features. Provide pedestrian-scale external features, including such items as window and glass
display cases, street furniture, and covered walkways.
x. Outdoor Pedestrian Areas. The outdoor pedestrian areas shall include special paving treatments,
landscaping, and seating areas.
A. Outdoor and ground floor areas shall be designed to encourage outdoor activities, such as vendors, art
displays, seating areas, outdoor cafes, abutting retail activities, and other features of interest to pedestrians.
xi. Site Entrances. Entrances to buildings, open spaces, gathering areas, and clustered buildings in Town
Center shall development shall be emphasized with landscape treatments to strongly indicate the pedestrian
orientation of these areas.
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A. Architectural/urban design treatment of 166th Avenue NE shall encourage pedestrian circulation from
the project to the Cleveland Street Retail area.
xii. Rooftops. Rooftops will be of a color that reduces glare and other types of visual impact on the adjacent
residentially developed hillsides.
b. Transportation Guidelines.
i. Vehicular.
A. Street Configurations.
1. Streets that are above existing grade should be designed in a manner to reduce visual impact of
pavement area, such as using landscaping or berms.
2. Encourage alignment of all streets to minimize the removal of all existing significant, healthy trees.
3. Streets shall not be wider than four travel lanes with the appropriate number of lanes
at intersections between the zone and areas targeted for integration with the Downtown.
4. Vehicular circulation shall connect the various uses on the site to each other. Streets shall be designed to
enhance viability of the project components.
B. Parking – Surface.
1. Where possible, locate parking within screen garages behind buildings and away from areas of high
public visibility. Landscape and screen surface parking areas visible to the public must be landscaped and
screened. Parking shall be located interior to a screened garage to the maximum extent feasible.
2. The size and location of parking areas should be minimized and related to the group of buildings served.
3. Visual impact of surface parking areas should be minimized from the SR 520 corridor.
4. Landscaping should be provided to screen surface parking areas and provide transition between the
project and surrounding areas, particularly when viewed from SR 520, Leary Way, and adjacent hillsides.
Figure 21.62.020Z
Town Center Parking

5. Landscaped medians shall be provided where access and traffic allow.
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6. Conflict between pedestrians and automobiles shall be minimized by designing streets to provide welldefined pedestrian walkways and crosswalks that reduce vehicle speeds.
7. Design and locate parking areas in a manner that will break up large areas of parking and encourage
shared parking with existing Downtown uses.
8. Patrons of the retail center shall be allowed to use parking while patronizing other businesses in the
Downtown. No rules, signage, or penalties shall be enacted by Town Center to preclude this parking
allowance.
C. Parking – Structured. At least 50 percent of the parking provided for the entire site should occur in
parking structures. The ratio of minimum structured parking shall be maintained for all phases
of development of the Town Center Mixed-Use and the Parkway Office areas.
ii. Pedestrian.
A. Linkages.
1. Link proposed development to walkways, trails, and bicycle systems in the surrounding area by
connecting and lining up directly to existing linkages, closing gaps, and treating crossings of barriers, such as
the railroad, Bear Creek Parkway, and driveways, with special design treatment, minimizing barriers,
designing with consistent materials, widths and locations, and providing safe, easy, and clearly
identifiable access to and along the linkages. Safe, convenient, and attractive connections to Marymoor Park,
the Sammamish River Trail, and the Bear Creek Trail system should be provided.
2. The sidewalk system shall be emphasized with landscape treatments to provide readily perceived
pedestrian pathways through and around the Town Center zone.
B. Sidewalks.
1. When extending an existing sidewalk, the new walkway shall meet current standards and regulations
where there is sufficient right-of-way, and be constructed of a material and dimension which are compatible
with and improve upon the existing character.
2. Sidewalks shall meet similar standards to those of the approved pedestrian linkage system.
3. Paving of sidewalks and pedestrian crossings should be constructed of a uniform material that is
compatible with the character of the zone. The private use of sidewalk rights-of-way areas may be
appropriate for seasonal cafe seating or special displays.
4. Encourage alignment of new sidewalks to minimize the removal of all existing significant, healthy trees.
C. Arcades, Colonnades, and Canopies.
1. Consistent treatment within a single area is also encouraged in order to provide a strong identity of
space.
2. Buildings should be designed to provide for weather and wind protection at the ground
level. Buildings fronting sidewalks shall provide pedestrian weather protection by way of arcades,
colonnades, or canopies a minimum of 48 inches in depth. The elements should be complementary to
the building’s design and design of contiguous weather protection elements on adjoining buildings.
Materials and design should engender qualities of permanence and appeal.
3. Awnings or sunshades should be in keeping with the character of the building to which they are attached.
Materials should be durable, long lasting, and require low maintenance. Back-lit awnings are discouraged.
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D. Trails – Pedestrian. Special design treatment and appropriate safety features should be designed for
pedestrian trail crossings at public rights-of-way and at the BNSF right-of-way tracks.
E. Trails – Bicycle. Facilities for parking and locking bicycles should be provided and be readily accessible
from bicycle trails.
F. Trails – Equestrian. Width of the trail should be adequate for two riders side by side in order to avoid
earth compaction and vegetation deterioration. Equestrian trails should separate from pedestrian and
bicycle trails.
G. Plazas/Pedestrian Malls. Plazas, pedestrian malls, and other amenity open spaces shall be developed to
promote outdoor activity and encourage pedestrian circulation between the Town Center zone and the
balance of the Downtown.
c. Landscape Guidelines.
i. Urban Landscape Treatment. Building entries, primary vehicular entries,
and building perimeters should be enhanced with landscaping which could include ornamental vines,
groundcovers, shrubs, or trees selected for their screening, canopy, spatial enclosure, and seasonal variation.
ii. Site Furnishings. Benches, kiosks, signs, bollards, waste receptacles, street vending carts, water fountains,
lighting standards, perch walls, sidewalks, pathways, trails, and special water features should be designed to
be compatible elements of like materials and design.
iii. Perimeter Landscaping. Landscaping on the perimeter of the site will create a transition between the
project and the surrounding area.
iv. Landscaping on Streets. Landscaping on streets should be simplified to allow adequate visibility from
automobiles to businesses.
v. Trees, Plants, and Flowers. The use of potted plants and flowers as well as street trees is encouraged,
but should not impede pedestrian traffic.
d. Open Space Guidelines.
i. Tree Retention and Open Space Landscaping. Preserve existing natural features, particularly healthy
mature trees and stream courses.
A. Preserve 100 percent of all trees within the 44 acres of public access open space as identified in
the Public Access Open Space Area Plan within the 1995 Redmond Town Center Master Plan and Design
Guidelines. The Master Plan has expired and is no longer in effect, though the 44 acres of open space shall
be preserved indefinitely, including This area includes the cluster of trees along the east side of Leary Way
for the purpose of preserving the corridor’s green gateway image and the healthy trees along the Bear Creek
and Sammamish River corridors. Trees that cannot be retained due to
approved street or utility construction shall be replaced with native nursery stock of similar or like variety at a
one-to-one ratio, with tree sizes in accordance with RZC 21.72.080, Tree Replacement, pursuant to a
landscape plan approved in conjunction with site plan review. Trees removed as a result
of construction activities, which are intended to be preserved, shall be replaced per RZC 21.72.080, Tree
Replacement. Replacement trees shall be located in the immediate vicinity as is practical.
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Figure 21.62.020AA
Town Center Public Access Open Space

B. Minimize new grading in this area.
C. Install landscape screening between this open space area and adjacent parking areas.
D. Encourage passive recreation, including a walking trail, bicycle trail, seating and rest areas, pedestrian
lighting, and site furnishings. Provide pedestrian connections to the Justice White House, Town
Center Mixed-Use area, Marymoor Park, Sammamish River Trail system, and other open space areas.
E. The “soft edge” landscape treatment to the south of Town Center along Bear Creek shall provide for a
true transition between the natural, riparian area of the creek to the more urban mixed-use retail area.
F. The informal nature of the west, south, and east portion of the site should be maintained by retaining
native materials and random planting of compatible plant materials consistent with the Downtown
neighborhood.
ii. Justice White House/Saturday Market. The areas around the Saturday Market and Justice White
House shall be retained as open space. Areas at the Justice White House should encourage active and
passive recreation. These areas should connect to other open spaces, trails, and the mixed-use retail area.
iii. Sammamish River. Open space shall be retained along the Sammamish River. The open space may be
enhanced by:
A. Providing grade separation for trails at all appropriate and feasible locations;
B. Making connections to other open space zones;
C. An ongoing stormwater outflow monitoring program for private drainage systems. The monitoring
program shall consider specific contaminants which may likely be present in the runoff and shall be revised
periodically as appropriate.
iv. Bear Creek. Open space along Bear Creek shall be retained. The open space may be enhanced by:
A. Encouraging passive recreation areas and activities, and discouraging active recreation.
B. All stormwater swales and recharge areas should be integrated with the natural environment.
C. Protecting vegetation of the riparian habitat in this zone by limiting access to the creek to
designated access points.
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D. Providing connections to Marymoor Park, the Sammamish River, other open spaces, and Town Center.
E. Facilities within this area shall include a pedestrian pathway, bicycle path, equestrian trail when required,
passive water access area, seating, and site furnishings.
F. An ongoing stormwater outflow monitoring program for private drainage systems. The monitoring
program shall consider specific contaminants which may likely be present in the runoff, and shall be revised
periodically as appropriate.
v. Public Access Open Space. Public access open space should be retained, enhanced, and made available
for public use in this zone as shown in the Public Access Open Space Area Plan.
A. At least 44 acres shall be preserved by easement to the City or controlled by other methods that would
permanently assure the open space to the City. This Downtown public access open space shall serve as a
visual amenity and passive recreation open space.
vi. Open Space Acreage. Public access open space as shown in the Public Access Open Space Area
Plan shall include a minimum of 44 acres. A minimum of 44 acres of public access open space as identified in
the Public Access Open Space Area Plan within the 1995 Redmond Town Center Master Plan and Design
Guidelines. The Master Plan has expired and is no longer in effect, though the 44 acres of open space shall
be preserved indefinitely, as well as This will include natural areas inclusive of the floodway, and the areas
around the Justice White House and the Saturday Market as relocated.
e. Lighting Plan.
i. A lighting plan and program which encourages nighttime pedestrian movement between the adjacent
commercial areas, particularly Leary Way and 166th Avenue NE, shall be maintained.
ii. The height and design of street lighting should relate in scale to the pedestrian character of the area. The
design of the light standards and luminaries should enhance the design theme.

Staff Contact
•

Sarah Pyle
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Alter/Alteration Definition
Request Type

Clarification

Amendment to Current Code

21.78 Definitions

Addition to Code

Rationale for Amendment
The definition of alter/alteration was originally established by City ordinance 2164 (eff. 6/11/2003) for
establishing the City’s historic preservation policies, regulations, and operating standards. At such time, the
definition was intended for implementation during modifications to designated landmark structures and
properties. Since that time, the definition has become unclear in its intent. Staff proposes the addition of
“(Historic)” as a qualifier to accurately guide future implementation during review of applications for
development.

Benefits
The proposed amendment is anticipated to clarify the specificity of the definition during applicant’s submittal
and staff’s review of application for development. This change can prevent unintended application of code
requirements particularly related to minor improvements and maintenance of structures and sites.

Fiscal Benefits/Impacts
This amendment is anticipated to reduce unintended project costs and time associated with application
planning, submittals, and their respective review by staff.

Amendment Supports City Plans and Priorities
•
•
•

Community Strategic Plan
Comprehensive Plan
Economic Development

Current Code Text
Alter/Alteration. Any construction or remodeling which modifies all or part of the original site, object, or
structure either in appearance or by substitution of original materials with new material. This shall include
both exterior and interior construction or change to properties. Alteration includes but is not limited to
changing paint color or topographic features; removal or substitution of fences, railings, landscaping, or
ornamentations; or additions or substitutions of windows, window frames, doors, doorframes, and signs.

Recommendation
Alter/Alteration, Historic. Any construction or remodeling which modifies all or part of the original site,
object, or structure either in appearance or by substitution of original materials with new material. This shall
include both exterior and interior construction or change to properties. Alteration includes but is not limited
to changing paint color or topographic features; removal or substitution of fences, railings, landscaping, or
ornamentations; or additions or substitutions of windows, window frames, doors, doorframes, and signs.

Staff Contact
•

Kimberly Dietz
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The City of Redmond assures that no person shall, on the grounds of race, color, national origin, or gender, as provided
by Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1987, be excluded from participation in,
be denied the benefits of, or be otherwise subjected to discrimination under any program or activity. For more
information about Title VI, please visit redmond.gov/TitleVI.

无歧视声明可在本市的网址 redmond.gov/TitleVI 上查阅 | El aviso contra la discriminación está disponible en
redmond.gov/TitleVI.
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